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Abstract.
Neural networks are constructed and trained on powerful workstations. For real world
applications, however, neural networks need to be implemented on devices (e.g. embedded controllers) with limited precision, storage and computational power. The mapping of a trained ideal neural network to such a limited environment is by no means
straightforward. One has to consider proper word size selection and activation function
simplification, without disturbing the network behavior too much (i.e. both networks
have to meet a user specified specification). This transformation process reduces the
available redundancy in a trained network without affecting it's behavior.
In this thesis, we present two redundancy reduction approaches which automatically determine and exploit the available redundancy in a trained neural network to transform
the network into a simplified version (with approximately the same behavior) which can

be implemented with less cost. The simplification procedures address the activation
function type as well as the selection of the required weight precision and range. This also
includes pruning of unnecessary connections and neurons. The usefulness of the presented approaches is illustrated by an image processing and an optical character recogni-

tion (OCR) application.
The first approach is a greedy algorithm which selects a neuron (or connection) and tries
to replace it with a less expensive one. After a change, the algorithm checks to see if the
specifications are still met. This method is slow and it usually does not yields an efficient
result, however, it always guarantees a behavioral invariant transformation.

A faster transformation is achieved by the local approach. This method tries to pinpoint
the redundancy of a neuron with data local to that neuron, i.e. input and output swing.
Based on the local data, redundancy indices are calculated which are used to determine
the activation function replacement. Weight precision selection is performed by a bit—
pruning procedure; it uses connection swing or a Karnin connection sensitivity analysis to
determine the required number of bits of a connection. The local approach is fast and
delivers efficient results, however, the transformations are not independent of each other. This means, a behavioral invariant transformation can not always be guaranteed.
A combination of the global and the local approach is suggested. The redundancy indices
can be used to guide the optimization procedure of the global approach. This ensures a
behavioral invariant transformation, delivering a sub—optimal neural network.
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Samen vatting.
Neurale netwerken worden gebouwd en getraind op krachtige workstations. In veel industriële applicaties zullen neurale netwerken geImplementeerd moeten worden op systemen (by. embedded controllers) met beperkte precisie, geheugenruimte en reken—
kracht. Het atbeelden van een getraind neuraal netwerk op een systeem met deze
beperkingen is niet eenvoudig. Er moet rekening gehouden worden met het vervangen
van activatiefuncties en het bepalen van de optimale woordbreedte zonder dat het netwerk een ander gedrag krijgt. Het transformatie proces reduceert de in een getraind neural netwerk aanwezige redundantie, zonder dat dit het gedrag van bet netwerk beInvloet.
In deze scriptie worden twee redundantie reductie methoden voorgesteld. Beide methoden bepalen automatisch de redundantie in een getraind neuraal netwerk, om vervolgens het netwerk te converteren in een netwerk met hetzelfde gedrag, welke gemakkeIijker te implementeren is. Zowel de activatiefunctie als de woordgrootte (aantal bits)
worden per neuron (of connectie) bepaald. Een niet functionele connectie of neuron
wordt gewijderd (gepruned). Dc twee procedures worden gedemonsteerd aan de hand
van een beeldbewerking en een optical character recognition (OCR) probleem.

De eerste aanpak is een zogenaamd greedy algoritme. Deze globale procedure neemt
een neuron (of connectie) en probeert deze te vervangen door een goedkoper alternatief. Na iedere verandering controleert het algoritme of het netwerk nog aan de specificaties voldoet. De methode is vrij Iangzaam en levert niet altijd een efficient resultaat op;
de transformatie echter altijd gedrags invariant.

Een snellere transformatie biedt de lokale methode. Deze methode probeert de redundantie in een neuron te bepalen aan de hand van data welke voor dat neuron lokaal
beschikbaar is. Met deze data (input— en outputswings) worden redundantie indices bepaald, welke gebruikt worden om een geschikte vervanging van de activatie functie te
bepalen. De woordgrootte selectie wordt uitgevoerd met een bit—pruning methode.
Bit—pruning maakt, om te bepalen hoeveel bits ervoor een connectie nodig zijn, gebruik
van de connectie swing of de Karnin connectie gevoeligheidsanalyse. Dc lokale aanpak is
snel en levert een efficient resultaat op. Het nadeel is dat de transformaties niet onder—
ling onafhankelijk zijn. Dit betekent dat de lokale aanpak niet altijd een gedrags in—
variante transformatie uitvoert.

Een combinatie van beide methoden biedt meer perspectieven. Met behulp van de redundantié indices wordt het optimalisatie proces van de globale methode beter gestuurd.
Dit garandeert een gedrags invariante transformatie welke een efficient resultaat op kan
leveren.
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Chapter 1

Neural Network Basics
1.1 Introduction
motivated
right from its inception by the recognition that the brain computes in an entirely different way
from the conventional digital computer. The brain is a highly complex, nonlinear, and parallel
computer. It has the capability of organizing neurons so as to perform certain computations (e.g.
pattern recognition and perception) many times faster than the fastest digital computer. In building artificial neural networks (ANNs) one attempts to capture some of the brain's learning, generalization and fault—tolerance capabilities [1], [2].
The use of neural networks offers the following useful properties and capabilities:
Work on artificial neural networks, commonly referred to as neural networks has been

•

Nonlinearity
A neuron is basically a nonlinear device. Consequently, a neural network, made up of
an interconnection of neurons, is itself nonlinear. Nonlinearity is a highly important
property, since most physical mechanisms responsible for the generation of an input
signal (e.g. speech signals) are nonlinear of nature.

•

Adaptivity
Neural networks have a built—in capability to adapt their synaptic weights to changes
in the surrounding environment. A neural network trained to operate in a specific environment may be easily retrained to deal with minor changes in the operating environmental conditions.

•

Fault tolerance
If a single neuron or its interconnections are damaged, recall of knowledge is impaired
in quality. However, the knowledge encapsulated in a neural network is distributed
over the network. Therefore the damage has to be extensive before the overall response of the network is degraded seriously. Thus, in principle, a neural network exhibits a graceful degradation of performance rather than catastrophic failure.
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•

VLSI implementability
The massively parallel nature of neural networks makes it potential fast for the computation of certain tasks. This same feature makes a neural network ideally suitable
for very large scale integration (VLSI) technology.

basic elements was
In trying to understand the functionality of the brain, the idea of neurons as
introduced. Neural networks are composed of a large amount of interconnected neurons. The
manner in which the neurons of a neural network are structured is intimately linked with the learnof neting algorithm used to train the network. In general, we may identify three different classes
work architectures:

1. Single—Layer feedforward networks
A layered neural network is a network of neurons organized in the form of layers. In the simplest
form of a layered network, we just have an input layer of source nodes that projects onto an output
layer of neurons (figure l.la). The input layer is merely a placeholder, the actual computation
is performed in the following layer (hence the name single—layer).

2. Multilayer feedforward networks

The second class of a feed forward neural network distinguishes itself by the presence of one or
more hidden layers, whose computation nodes are correspondingly called hidden neurons or hidden units (figure 1.1 b). The function of the hidden units is to intervene between the external input
and the network output. By adding one or more hidden layers, the network is enabled to extract
higher—order statistics, for the network acquires a global perspective despite its local connectivity
by virtue of the extra set of synaptic connections and the extra dimension of neural interactions.

3. Recurrent networks

feedforward neural network in that it has
ofa single layer of neuat least one feedback loop. For example, a recurrent network may consist
rons with each neuron feeding its output signal back to the inputs of all the other neurons, as illusimpact on the learning
trated in figure 1. Ic. The presence of feedback connections has a profound
capabilities of the network, and on its performance. Moreover, the feedback loops involve the
'. In this thesis we
use of particular branches composed of unit—delay elements, denoted by z
limit ourselves to feedforward neural networks.
A recurrent neural network distinguishes itself from a

Each network architecture can have a local—, a nearest neighbor or a fully connected connection
scheme. Figure 1.1 shows only the fully connected connection scheme.

input

output

input

output

hidden

Figure 1.1: a) Single—Layer Feedforward Network. b) Multilayer Feedforward Network
c) Recurrent Network
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1.2 Model of a Neuron
the operation of a neural netA neuron is an information—processing unit that is fundamental to
three basic elements of
work [1], [2]. Figure 1.2 shows the model for a neuron. We may identify

the neuron model, as described here:
weight or
A set of synapses or connection links, each of which is characterized by a
connected
to
strength of its own. Specifically, a signal x1 at the input of connectionj
neuron k is multiplied by the synaptic weight Wkj. It is important to make a note of the
manner in which the subscripts of the synaptic weight WkJ are written. The first subscript refers to the neuron in question and the second subscript refers to the input end
of the synapse to which the weight refers. The weight Wkj is positive if the associated
synapse is excitatory; it is negative if the synapse is inhibitory.
An adder or summing junction for summing the input signals, weighted by the syn•
apses of the neuron. This operation constitutes a linear combiner.
An activation function for selective amplification of the weighted sum and limiting
•
the amplitude of the output of a neuron. The activation function is also referred to in
(limits)
the literature as a transfer, squashing or limiting function in that it squashes
the
normalthe amplitude range of the output signal to some finite value. Typically,
ized amplitude range of the output of a neuron is [0,11 or [—1,1].
Fixed input

xo=

—1

ii.Wko

=

9

(threshold)
Activation
function

xI
x2

Inputs
Summing

junction
xp

Synaptic
weights
(including threshold)

Figure 1.2: Model of a neuron
In mathematical terms, we may describe a neuron k by the following pair of equations:
—O

U&

=

(1.1)

and
Y& =

the synaptic weights of neuron k; U
where x1, x2, ..., x, are input signals; Wk , Wk2, ..., Wi,, are
the acti vation function; and Yk is the output
is the linear combiner output; °k is the threshold; 4) is
transformasignal of the neuron. The use of the threshold °k has the effect of applying an affine
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in the model of figure 1.2. Alternatively, we

tion (shift) to the output 11k of the linear combiner
positive input connected to a negative weight. However,
may model the threshold as a bias, i.e. a

both models are mathematically equivalent.
constant input to the linear combiner, we may rewrite
The threshold (or bias) can be modelled as a
equatiOn 1.1 as:
ii, =

where

kO = °k

and x0 = — 1.

in terms of the activation
defines the output of a neuron
function,
denoted
by
4,
The activation
of activation functions:
level at its input. We may identify three basic types

I. Hardlimiter function.

For this type of activation function,

described in figure 1 .3c, we have

Ii ,vO

rP(v)=jo ,v<O

(1.3)

sometimes desirof activation function a threshold functions. It is
authors
also
call
this
type
Some
from —ito +1. Binary valued neurons with this type
able to have the activation function range
linear element). Neural networks composed
of activation functions are called Adalines (adaptive
of Adalines are known as Madelines (multiple—adalifle).
2. Threshold function.

figure 1.3b, we have
For the threshold function, described in

,v
,_. > V <:
,v

-

(1.4)

region is assumed to be unity (a similar definition
where the amplification factor inside the linear —ito +1). This form of activation function is a
exists for a function operating within the range
approximation to a nonlinear amplifier. The
piecewise—linear function and may be viewed as an
forms of the piecewise function: 1. A linear
following two situations may be viewed as special
without running into saturation.
combiner results if the linear region of operation is maintained
hardlimiter function if the amplification factor of
function
reduces
to
a
2. The piecewise—linear
the linear region is made infinitely large.

3. Sigmoid function.
form of activation function used in neural netThe sigmoid function is by far the most common
activation functions are sometimes referred to as perworks. Neurons using this particular type of
exhibits smoothness and asymptotic
ceptrons. It is defined as a strictly increasing function that
defined by:
properties. An example of the sigmoid is the logistic functions

1——

(1.5)

Figure 1.3a shows the logistic function
where a is the slope parameter of the sigmoid function.
the choice of a). Sometimes it is useful to use a symwith various different slopes (depending on
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metrical version (i.e. odd function) of the logistic function, defined as:
(1.6)

= tanh(v)

There is a close relation between the logistic function and its symmetrical version:
tanh(v)

sinh(v)
= cosh(v) =

—

—v

+

= 2,,(2v)

—

1

(1.7)

threshold function are not. Differentiability is an
Sigmoid functions are differentiable, whereas

important feature for network learning, as will be described in the next section.

I.
I.

::——

•1

;

Figure 1.3: Commonly used activation functions: a) sigmoidfunctions with different slopes,
b) threshold function, c) hardlimiterfunction

1.3 Learning
Learning is a process
by which the free parameters (i.e. the networks weights, etc.) of a neural network are adapted

One of the major advantages of neural networks is the capability of learning.

through a continuing process of stimulation by the environment in which the network is embedded. Learning can even be achieved when an explicit relationship between input and output
data in unknown or difficult to describe.
In this section, we will focus on a special class of neural networks called multilayer percept rons
(MLPs). These have been applied successfully to solve some difficult and diverse problems by
the error back—
training them in a supervised manner with a highly popular algorithm known as
propagation algorithm (or simply back—prop or BP).
Network Outputs

Network Inputs

Figure 1.4: Schenwtic view of the forward and backward pass.
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Basically, the error back—propagation process consists of two passes: a forward pass and a backward pass (as shown in figure 1.4). In the forward pass, the network evaluation takes place. An
input vector is applied to the input nodes of the network, and its effect propagates through the
network, layer by layer. During this pass the synaptic weights remain constant. During the back-

ward pass, on the other hand, the synaptic weights are all adjusted. The actual response of the
network is subtracted from the desired (target) response to produce an error signal, as shown in
(1.8). The desired response is applied by an external teacher (hence the name supervised). The
error signal is then propagated backward through the network, against the direction of the synaptic connections (hence the name error back—propagation). The synaptic weights are adjusted so
as to make the error signal smaller.

During the training phase, the network is trained a number of iterations. The training process
stops when the network outputs satisfy a given specification, e.g. all network outputs should have
an error smaller than some e. The error signal at iteration n for each output neuronj is thus computed as follows:

e(n) = d(n)

—

y(n)

(1.8)

where d/n) denotes the desired response value for neuronj at iteration n, and y/n) the output re-

sponse of neuron j at iteration n, as defined in (1.2).
A commonly used measure for the output error of a neural network is the summed squared error
over all outputs, which is defined as follows:

(n)

=

ej(n)2

(1.9)

jE C

where C denotes all neurons in the output layer of the network.

This represents a cost—function, and the objective in the learning process is to minimize this cost—

function. The only way we can minimize the error is to adjust the network's free parameters,
which are the interconnection weights (and, naturally, the thresholds (or biases) of the neurons,
but they may be viewed as weights too). We can say that the error of the network is dependent
on the weight values present in the network. Thus, the learning of a neural network may be viewed
as the search for the optimal weight values.

One way of finding the desired minimum in weight space is by using the method of steepest descent. According to this method, the weights have a time—varying form, and their values are adjusted in an iterating manner along the error—surface with the aim of moving them progressively
towards the optimal solution. This method has the task of continually seeking the bottom point
of the error—surface of the network. It is intuitively reasonable that successive adjustments to the
weights have to be in the opposite direction of the error—surface, i.e. in the direction opposite to
the gradient a(n)/awfl(n). The adjustment twfl(n) for a weight wfi may be defined as follows:

Aw1=

(1.10)

denotes the learning rate parameter, determining what extent the weight adjustment should follow the opposite direction of the gradient a(n)/aw,(n). The only thing to do now,
is to express the gradient a8(n)/aw(n) in network identities that are directly available, such as the
activation functions, error—signals and output—levels. Summarizing, the correction Aw(n) applied to the synaptic weight connecting any neuron ito neuronj is defined by the delta—rule:

The symbol
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Weight

correction =

local
lea mm graze
gra,dient
parameter

a(n)

input signal
of neuron j
y,.(n)

The error back—propagation algorithm is the most popular training algorithm for MLPs. It is efficient in training but requires a large precision to ensure proper error convergence as it involves
a relatively large number of computations (iterations) in the forward and the backward passes.
Error back—propagation requires about 16 to 21 bits precision [21]; the actual amount is problem
depend. Therefore, error back—propagation is difficult to implement in hardware [21 1—[25]. Usually, back—propagation training is performed on a powerful workstation with fast floating—point
hardware.

For a closer and more theoretical look at the error back—propagation algorithm and a complete
description of other learning strategies, the reader is referred to [11 and [2].

1.4 Neural Network Construction
To exploit the full benefits of artificial neural networks is not as easy as it seems. The design of

a neural network has become a tedious trial—and—error process with complicated dependencies
between the system parameters. A neural network approach needs a basic set of three functions:
network topology, learning rule, and a set of training samples. Because of the application domain
dependence and interdependencies between these three functions, an optimal combination is hard
to find. It is hardly possible to tune a single network parameter without affecting a dozen others
in a rather unpredictable way.

The selection of a certain network topology is determined by the application area of the neural
network. Feedforward topologies have successfully been applied in pattern recognition related
problems, whereas feedback (recurrent) networks are used mostly in optimization problems and
associative memories. The network topology strongly influences the network training rule and
training strategy.
The required number of external inputs and outputs is not as easily established as it might seem.
For most problems the number of inputs and outputs is not clearly defined. For example, control
applications for dynamical systems require not only actual sensor data but also previous sensor
data, resulting in an unknown number of additional inputs. A closer look at the available data is
also necessary. Just applying all data directly to a neural network will almost certainly result in
a failure, since input data often contains redundant or even conflicting information.
To overcome these problems, the real—world data need to be preprocessed to remove redundant
information. During this preprocessing phase, importantfeatures, which characterize the important information present in the data set, are extracted, whereas redundant information is eliminated. Without this dimensional reduction, the amount of information would be too much for the
network, preventing the network from discovering the important information during training. It
is clear that the usage of a priori knowledge is very important since it influences the overall performance of the neural network.

Another important design issue is the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons located
in each hidden layer and the number of interconnections. The network must be large enough (i.e.
contain enough free parameters) to be able to "express" the function to be learned. If the network
is too small, the function can not be learned (underfiuing). Too many hidden neurons usually resuits in a poor generalization characteristic (overfitting). Determining the right network size is
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(1.11)

a trial—and—error game. Though research has been performed in this area [4]—[6J, no clear guide-

lines are available yet.
A small network is very sensitive to initial conditions and local minima in the error—surface, but
the reduced complexity favors improved generalization. On the other hand, a large network is
less sensitive and through that easier to train. An approach called pruning is to train a network
that is larger than necessary and then remove the parts that are not needed. The large initial size
allows the network to learn reasonably quickly with less sensitivity while the trimmed system
offers improved generalization. Many pruning algorithms can be put into two broad groups. One
group estimates the sensitivity of the error function to the removal of an element [17], [18]; the
element with the smallest effect can then be removed. The other group adds penalty terms to the
cost—function (1.9) that rewards the network for choosing efficient solutions [17],[19],[20]. In
general, the sensitivity methods modify a trained network (i.e. after training), and the penalty
terms methods use the error back—propagation algorithm to modify (i.e. set unnecessary weights
to zero) the network during training.

In close relation with the network size is the number of training examples. Generalization is influenced by the size and efficiency of the training set and the structure of the network. The larger
the network, the more training samples are needed. Equation (1.12) states a common rule of
thump:
w
N> T
where N is the number of training samples, W is the total number of synaptic weights and

(1.12)

de-

notes the fraction of error permitted on the test set. Thus, with an error of 10 percent, say, the
number of training examples should be approximately 10 times the number of synaptic weights
in the network. If the training set is to small the network can not learn the function (underfitting),
whereas a training set which is too large will result in a poor generalization characteristic. The
presence of conflicts in the data set may also prevent a neural network from learning a function
properly. Conflicts are patterns in which the inputs are nearly the same, but the outputs are quite
different. These conflicts may be due to erroneous measurements or poor features (underdimensioning) which do not contain relevant information. It is clear that the training examples must
be carefully selected from the available real—world data.

1.5 Fault Tolerance
Fault tolerance is the neural networks ability to perform well in the presence of errors. In a neural

network, fault tolerant behavior is obtained by the distributed storage of the network's internal
knowledge at all the connections in the network.
Two types of fault tolerance can be distinguished [3]:
•

Data fault tolerance

The networks ability to handle disturbed input data correctly. Data fault tolerance is
usually measured as the maximum Hamming distance between an input pattern and
the corresponding training patters, whereby correct classification is still guaranteed.
•

Hardware fault tolerance
The networks ability to correctly compute its function, despite hardware that is in an
erroneous state as the result of failures of components, e.g. broken connections or connections with an erroneous weight or neurons with an incorrect activation function.
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Fault tolerance is often considered as an intrinsic characteristic of neural networks, this is not entirely true [3]. Data fault tolerance can be enhanced by adding a noise component to the training
set. However, extending the training time results in a better distribution of the network's internal
knowledge, and so enhancing hardware fault tolerance. Simply extending the number of hidden
units does not always result in a better hardware fault tolerance. As a consequence fault tolerance
can be trained and must be considered as a design specification.

Hardware fault tolerance is a consequence of redundancy [9],[1l],[15], i.e. additional "resources" incorporated into a system with the aim of masking the effects of faults. In [7] and [8]
a well known technique called TMR (triple modular redundancy, a sort of majority vote) is used
to extend the network hardware fault tolerance.
In literature several methods are advocated to measure the network redundancy or fault tolerance.
In [8] redundancy is measured using SVD (singular value decomposition) analysis of the weight
matrix. Others use statistical tools to investigate the performance (fault tolerance) degradation
caused by stuck—at faults in VLSI implementations of neural networks. Most of these theories
have little use in situations where a p—processor is used to simulate the neural network.
There is a difference between the level of redundancy available during the training phase and during the recall phase. During training a large number of bits are required and the activation function is used over a wide domain. At the recall phase such a large precision is not needed and the
domain over which the activation function is used is fixed and much smaller. As a consequence,
there is more redundancy in a neural network during recall.

1.6 Mapping
Neural networks are currently realized in a number of ways. As we have seen, they can be imple-

mented as computer simulations on a powerful workstation. For real—world applications, however, neural networks need to be implemented on devices (e.g. embedded controllers) with limited
precision, storage and computational power.
Neural networks can be realized in software on p—processors, DSPs or p—controllers. For higher
speed, neural networks can be implemented on analog, digital (e.g. ASICs) or hybrid (analog/digital) hardware [l]—[3]. No matter the choice of the target technology, mapping a neural network
is not as easy as it looks.

The realization of the non—linear activation function can be problematic. Neurons with a hardlimiter or threshold activation function can be easily realized. The usual sigmoid transfer function,
however, requires an analog approach, making exact fit and reproductions complicated. The realization of the dynamic range and resolution of the connection weights (and threshold) is another
problem. Most target technologies do not offer infinite precision and range, so compromises have
to be made regarding both properties. Experiments [16] are needed to determine to what extent

the realized functionality differs from the functionality specified by the neural function, and
whether these differences can be tolerated or noL
Neural network training requires large weight and activation function precision, as well as differentiable (sigmoidal) activation functions. This requirement makes on—chip learning difficult and
expensive (large chip size) to implement. Because of the limited precision environment, on—chip
learning can also be very difficult [21]—[25] in usage.

As noted earlier, not all precision and dynamic range is needed by the recall phase. During recall
a large amount of redundancy is present in the network. Instead of manually trying to optimize
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a solution, a better approach would to construct an algorithm (heuristic) which determines and
exploits the redundancy in a trained ideal neural network to transforms this network into a simplilied version (with approximately the same behavior) which can be implemented with smaller
cost. This simplification algorithm should address the activation function type as well as the
selection of the required weight precision and range.

1.7 The Problem
In this thesis we discuss an automatic simplification process (see figure 1.5) which determines

and exploits the redundancy in a network to transform a trained ideal neural network into a
(sub—)optimal neural network, utilizing reduced weight precision and simpler activation function
types (i.e. non—sigmoidal). Further, unnecessary connections and neurons are determined and
subsequently removed from the network. The simplification algorithm has to be behavior invariant, i.e. both networks are operating within a user—specification.

Simplification
Process

Simplified Neural Network

Trained Neural Network

Figure 1.5: Simplification Process
The simplification process has to meet the following five functional specifications:
•

The simplification process has to ensure that the ideal and the simplified neural network are both operating within a user—specification, i.e. it has to be behavior invariant.

•

If possible, the sigmoid activation functions are replaced by simpler activation functions that are cheaper to evaluate.

•

The required number of bits of each connection is determined and set accordingly.

•

Irrelevant connections and neurons are determined and removed (pruned).

After this optimization phase the mapping is much easier. The implementation of the sub—optimal
neural network is guaranteed to have the same behavior as the ideal neural network.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Introduction
The design parameter sensitivity of a neural network is an important consideration for hardware

realizations. In this section we present in more or less detail some papers addressing sensitivity
analysis and weight accuracy selection methods.
The theory and methods presented in this chapter do not consider selecting alternative activation
functions. Weight accuracy selection is based on sensitivity analysis that analyses the finite word
width effect on an ensemble of neural networks. We on the other hand, try to optimize particular
trained neural networks by addressing weight accuracy selection as well as selecting alterative
activation functions.

2.2 General
The sensitivity of feedforward layered networks of Madaline to weight and input errors is studied

in [261. An approximation is derived for the error probability (output inversion) of an output neuron as a function of the percentage weight change in large networks. The compete binary environment provide a nice proof method based on n—dimensional geometry (hyperspheres) to model
the network behavior. The authors demonstrate and prove that the error probability increases with
the number of layers in the network and with the change percentage in the weights. Surprisingly,
the error probability is essentially independent of the number of weights per neuron and of the
number of neurons per layer, as long as these numbers are large ( 100).
In [27] and [28] this theory is extended to MLPs. Sigmoid activation functions are quantized (i.e.,

table—lookup). The sensitivity analysis is carried out by evaluating the mean and variance of the
induced errors. In a companion paper [29], the impact of finite precision in a VLSI implementation of a neural network for an image processing problem is studied.
Another statistical sensitivity analysis is demonstrated in [30]. In this paper the weight sensitivity

in a single—output MLP with differentiable activation functions is presented. Formulas are
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derived to compute the sensitivity arising from additive/multiplicative weight or input perturbations. Errors induced in the activation function, e.g. activation function quantization errors, are
not considered.
An analysis of the quantization effect in a MLP using a statistical model is presented in [31]. General statistical formulas are developed as a function of a parameter called effective non—linearity
coefficient. In [35] a technique is proposed for reducing the effect of quantization by weight sealing.

In the following two sections, we present in more detail a promising theory concerning a weight
accuracy selection procedure based on a noise—to—signal ratio, and a finite precision analysis of
neural network hardware realizations.

2.3 Noise to Signal Ratio Approach
In [33] and [34] simple analytical expressions, based on a stochastic neuron model, are presented

for the variance of the output error of a multilayer neural network. Based upon these expressions,
a technique is developed for selecting the appropriate weight accuracy in a neural network hardware realization. Because, in most cases, the hardware architecture is designed to allow implementations of many different neural networks (i.e. programmable weights), the effect of weight
errors in an ensemble of networks with differing weights over a set of input vectors is taken.

The output of node n in layer I of an ideal sigmoidal neuron (perceptron) may be stochastically
modelled by:
= tanh(XW,,)

(2.1)

R"i' are zero-mean iid (independent identically distributed) random
vectors representing the inputs and weights and N, is the number of inputs of layer 1. The variances

where X, E R" and X,,,

of the components of these vectors are a, and a.,. Weight errors occur in all nodes of the network,
causing input perturbations in the subsequent layers. Therefore, a stochastic model for the output
of node n in layer I in a network with errors is given by:
= tanh((X, + 4X,)'(W, + A W,,))

(2.2)

where AX, e R"" and 4X, E R": are zero-mean iid random vectors representing the inputs and
weight errors. The variances of the components in these vectors are a, and c_,. A stochastic
model for the output error in node n of layer I is given by:
4 Y,,1, =

tanh((X, + JX,Y(W,,,. + A W,,1)) — tanh(XW,)

(2.3)

The noise—to-signal ration (NSR) is defined as the ratio of variance of the output error in layer
Ito the variance of the output in layer I,
a2

NSR, =

—

The NSR is very useful for understanding how errors propagate through the network. This is
shown in the flow diagram of figure 2.1. Considering small weight errors (typically, the magnitude of weight errors is less than 5% of the weights) and a large number of nodes per layer (> 25)
the Central Limit Theorem and the definition of variance give a recurrent defmition of the output
NSR of a multilayer perceptron [33], [341.
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(2.4)

_ _
NSR, = g,(TFTi,a,,,)(NSR,1 + —f)

(2.5)

where
(

X21

J

J('

4.2
+coulj(2.u))2

(is

g,(x) =

(tanh(xs))2i=e4ds
-J

(2.6)

is the NSR gain. This gain factor models the amplification of the NSR from layer to layer. A proof
of (2.5) and (2.6) and models of non—sigmoidal neural networks are given in [33] and [34].

I

0

._

Figure: 2.1: NSR si gnal flow diagram of a three layer sigmoidal neural network
Example. This example illustrates an application of the noise—to—signal ratio approach.
Suppose a designer is interested in building a hardware system with reduced precision weights
that is capable of realizing three layer sigmoidal neuron networks with 256 nodes per layer (i.e.
L = 3 and N, = 256). The designer chooses a noise—to—signal ratio of — 20dB (NSR = 0.01) and
bounds the weight of the hardware implementation to the interval [— 0.3,0.31. The weights of the
possible ensemble of ideal networks are assumed to be uniformly distributed in this interval (i.e.
= 0.03). Also, the designer limits the inputs of the hardware realization to the interval [— 1. 11.
Given this squashing in the first layer and in the subsequent layers by the sigmoid functions, the
designer estimates to input variance of each layer to be c = 1.0. Because the number of inputs,
and the variances of the inputs and weights are identical in each layer, the NSR gain, g, of each
layer is also identical. In this particular case, because the product ,1Jo,a,. = 2.77, the NSR gain
(2.6) of each layer is g = 2.0. The accuracy of the weights can be found using:
NSR =

(g3

+

g2

+

(2.7)

which is derived from figure 2.1. Given g = 2.0, NSR = — 20d9, and assuming the weight accuracy of all three layers being identical, the required weight resolution is:
= 0.027

Given (2.8), the magnitude of the weight errors must be less than 2.7% of the magnitude of the
weights. In a digital realization (2.6) corresponds a weight accuracy of 6 bits.

2.4 Finite Precision Analysis
Limited—precision hardware is prone to errors. In [32] the source of these errors and their statisti-

cal properties is demonstrated. Based on this theoretical analysis of finite precision errors, a re-
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(2.8)

quired precision selection method is presented and proved in [2J. In this section we limit ourselves to the finite precision analysis.
Two common methods used for finite precision computation are truncation and munding. The
truncation operator simply chops the q lowest order bits off a number and leaves the new lowest
order bit, in the 2'th place, unchanged. The rounding operator has a similar behavior with the
addition that if the q bit value chopped off is greater than or equal to 2' l, the resulting value is
incremented by 2'; otherwise, it remains unchanged. The error generated by truncation or roundmg techniques maybe considered to be a discrete random variable. The following subsections
present the mean and variance of the generated errors. The errors are assumed to be independent
of each other and of all inputs and outputs.

Truncation
Truncation generates an error which is uniformly distributed in the range [— 2' + 2'-', 0] with
each of the 2' possible errors values being of equal probability. Therefore, p, = 2' and
= — i2'', for I = 0 to 2' — 1. Mean and variance are computed by:
2—I

2q—I

> p,i2''= —2'>i=
2—I

02 =

2'(— i2'' +

2'')2

2'

_2'—2'-'
(2.9)

= 2211 _22,

2

1

(2.10)

Rounding
Rounding generates an error which is uniformly distributed in the range [— 2'', 2'-' — 2''J with
each of the 2' possible errors values being of equal probability. Therefore, p, = 2-' and x, =
for i = — 2'' to 2'' — 1. Mean and variance are computed by:

2':2'' = 2''

=

= — 2'-'-'
(2.11)
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02 =

I

2'(i2'' + 2r41)2 = 2211 —2'
(2.12)

For a finite precision computation of a nonlinear operation of multiple variables, several error
sources exist. A neuron is basically a nonlinear device, computing y = p(xw). The variables x and
w, have errors €. and €.,. respectively, whose sources are prior limited—precision manipulations.
Two more errors are introduced, the finite precision multiplication of x and w generates error €.,
and the finite precision nonlinear operator q generates the other error, €,. Therefore, the resulting
finite precision result y is equal to:
y

((w + €,)(x + €) + e.) +
= 4(wx + w€1 + XE,, +

(wx) + (w€1 + x€,, + €.)çb(wx) + €,

(2.13)

is negligible, and a first—order Taylor series approxwhere it is assumed that the error product
imation is used. All errors, including the error w€ + x€,, resulting from the limited—precision multiplication, are further propagated through the nonlinear operator, resulting in the total finite precision error:

= (w€ + x€_ + €.)r(wx) +
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(2.14)

This error will become the input finite precision error of variable y for following operations, as
shown in figure 2.2.

y•

Figure 2.2:

Successive

operators generate and propagate errors, where y = .(.. (2(1(x))) ... )

The error at the input, €, and the error generated in each operator, ci', is propagated through the

subsequent operators to the output. If y is defined as the intermediate result after the first i successive operators, then
=

(,_1(...((2(1(x + ) +

+

+

= (y'-) +
=

i-i(,Y-2) +

—

+

+

(i(y))E.1 +
- (—(Y-

i(i-I(i- 2(Ys _3))) +

))#- I('I',_2(,Yi_3))1_2 +

(y

+
(2.15)

Carrying out similar expansion for all intermediate values, y can be rewritten:
y

a(._i(...(iP2(i(X)))...)) +

II #(k—I(.••(#,+l(Y))••))
—o

k—s+i

(2.16)

fl (.) is defined to be 1. The product shown is just the chain rule for the derivative

where
k

—ii + I

ay/ay, which can be further approximated by the derivative without error, ay/8y. This approximation is equivalent to the approximation already made in the first—order Taylor series.

äy_
•71

—

1!
II
&

—

••

1+1

k—I

k=if)

—

(2.17)

Therefore,

y• = )' +

3'

+

+

a-

(2.18)

In case of multiple input operators, the effect of the finite precision error at the output of com-

pound operators can be calculated through an extension of equation (2.18). This is accomplished
by first breaking the computation into a calculation graph, which is illustrated in figure 2.3. The
calculation graph shows the forward retrieving operation of a perceptron of a MLP.

By extending(2. 18) to multiple inputs, and assuming n operators and m system inputs, the total
finite precision error, €,,, is given as:
+
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(2.19)

y

Figure 2.3: Calculation graph of a neuron, where A denotes a truncation or a rounding operator

w1x), which constitutes a

The partial derivatives, ay/ax, and ay/ay are computed from y =
perceptron:
= v/i,w,

where '

= e(1 +

e

and

äy
(2.20)

-i)2' due to the nice property of the sigmoid function. In the calculation graph

of figure 2.3, three additional errors are introduced: finite precision multiplication error, finite
precision adding error and the truncation or rounding error. The partial derivatives of these errors
are (see [32] for details):
and

—

ay_
—

and

—

(2.21)

By substituting the partial derivatives in (2.19), gives:
€7

wij€

+

+

+

+ )J7 +
(2.22)

Equation (2.22) is a powerful tool for statistically evaluating the sensitivity of MLPs to limited

precision arithmetic; by using the mean and variance of the truncation or rounding operator the
mean and variance of the output error, €,, can be determined. The model can also be used to
(roughly) estimate the required activation precision (e.g. the number of bits required for the sigmoid table—lookup) and the required weight precision for a hardware MLP realization. The reader is refered to [32] for a detailed example of the presented theory.
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Chapter 3

Redundancy Reductions
3.1 Introduction
As noted earlier, a trained neural network can have a high degree of redundancy. We can measure

and exploit this redundancy in transforming the trained ideal network into a network with approximately the same behavior which can be implemented at the expense of reduced fault tolerance
with less costs. The introduction of lesser fault tolerance in the transformed network poses no
threat, the failure of a connection or even a complete neuron is veiy unlikely considering a si—processor based neural network implementation.

From the literature [1]—[3] we know that a trained neural network requires less precision in its
weights. Further, a trained neural network does not use the complete domain of the activation
functions. This effect is demonstrated by figure 3.1, which shows the actual activation function
behavior of a singe input, singe output neural network with 6 hidden units (1—6—1 network)
trained to simulate a halve period sine function: 0.1 + 0.8sin(x(x + 1)), where x E [— 1,1].
In this chapter we describe several transformation (simplification) processes that try to optimize

(simplify) particular trained neural network which can be implemented with less costs. We do
this by determining weight accuracy and selecting alternative activation functions. The latter is
not performed by the theory and methods presented in the previous chapter, they merely try to
determine the required weight accuracy based on sensitivity analysis on an ensemble of neural
networks.
The transformation process has to ensure that the sigmoidal and simplified neural network both
have a similar behavior. This behavioral similarity is expressed by a user specification, ie an error
measure. Further, the transformation process has to follow the four functional specification described in section 1.7, which we repeat here:
•

The simplification process has to ensure that the ideal and the simplified neural network are both operating within a user specification, i.e. it has to be behavior—invariant.

•

If possible, the sigmoid activation functions are replaced by simpler activation functions that are cheaper to evaluate.
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•

The required number of bits of each connection is determined and set accordingly.

•

Irrelevant connections and neurons are determined and removed (pruned).

.

:
E

.

..

//

.

//

7vz

Figure 3.1: The actual transfer behaviour of the trained "sinus "—network: 0.1 + 0.8 sin(r(x +

1)).

The upper two rows show the plots for the hidden neurons, whereas the plot for the output neuron is
shown in the bottom row Notice that the input range (horizontal axis) differs for each plot. These
plots show clearly that none of the neurons uses the complete sigmoid transfer fiuzction.

3.2 Specifications
Specifications allow a designer to express the relation between the ideal network and its desired

simplified version. The specifications enhance the network redundancy. A wider specification
allows more redundancy to be removed.
The specifications are all based upon the allowable difference between the output of the simplified neural network and the target output, defined as:

e/n) = d/n)

—

t/n)

where d/n) denotes the outputj of the simplified network with pattern n at the input, t/n) denotes
the target output and en) denotes the allowable error between the target and the simplified function. In this error expression there is no notation of the actual trained function. The trained function lies somewhere between the simplified result and the target function, as defined in (3.2):
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(3.1)

(3.2)

Ie,,,,,4(n)I
One has to consider three related neural networks or three related functions:
•

The disered target function, this is the function to be trained.

•

The trained function of the ideal network.

•

The function of the simplified neural network.

The trained and simplified functions are both based on the desired target function. A network is
trained until a certain stop criterium or specification (see chapter 2) holds. This trained network
is further transformed into a simpified network. This transformation process is also controlled
by a specification. The training stop criterium should therefore be "narrower" than the simplification specification. Most specifications can also be used as stop criteria in a learning algorithm.

Several specification types can be defined. The instantaneous sum of squared errors is defined
as:
= >e1(n)

(3.3)

where N denotes the number of patterns contained in the test set, e,(n) denotes the difference be-

tween the target and the simplified network as defines in (3.1).
The average squared error of outputj is obtained by summing e(n) and then normalizing with
respect to the set size N, as shown by:
AVGJ

=

e(n)

(3.4)

Another approach is to define a maximum absolute error between the target and the simplified

network, as:
= MAX'..1Ie(n)I

(3.5)

Sometimes it is desirable to define an error at a pattern by pattern basis, this allows more control

in the simplification process. We define an error at a pattern by pattern basis for pattern n as follow:
(3.6)

The list of error functions presented above is not complete, it merely shows the most useful speci-

fications. Other specification are left to the reader's imagination.

3.3 Activation Function Taxonomy
Several activation function exists, as shown in section 1.2, but training is performed with sigmoi-

dal activation functions. This sigmoidal function (1.5) is very expensive to evaluate, it requires
table lookup with interpolation or a Taylor series expension. On the other hand, a linear activation
is far less expensive.
The evaluation cost of a neural network is greatly determined by the evaluation cost of the activation functions. Sigmoidal activation functions are nor always necessary during the evaluation
phase (usage) of a neural network. The right choice of the activation function is therefore very
important and is considered in section 3.4 and 3.5.
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Activation function can be classified by evaluation cost as shown in the activation function taxonomy in figure 3.2. A cheaper function can introduce a larger error if a certain behavior of a activation function is needed is a domain not present in the cheaper activation function.
(a)

cheap

__J

OUtj

Cj

outj =

ajnj +

(b)

(c)

1° ifin>b

outi

=

ii

otherwise

(d)

if in
if in

OUtj =

<

—

> (1 —

b)/a

(e)
OUtj

expensive

1

=

+

Figure 3.2: Activation flnction taxonomy. A replacement with a constant fiuzction offers the
replacement.

3.4

cheapest

A sigmoid to sigmoid replacement (no replacement) is the most expensive.

Global Approach

by selecting
sigmoidal
activation
function
with a funca sigmoidal neuron at random and tries to replace the
tion which is cheaper to evaluate. An activation function next in line in the activation taxonomy
tested to ensure the speciis chosen (i.e. a threshold function). After a replacement the network is
fications are met. If this test succeeds, a next even more cheaper activation is tried. Otherwise
the activation function is replaced by the previous chosen activation function. This simplification
process ensures a behavior invariant transformation which is controllable with a user—specification and is shown schematically in figure 3.3.

The global approach is a very simple transformation algorithm. The algorithm starts
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nI(f)

Simplification
Process

'-'YXY XX

\-,

Trained Neural Network

Figure 3.3: Schematic view of the activation function replacement
approach.

3.5 Local Approach
The global approach is
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at gorithm following the global

______

Simplification
Process

Figure 1.6: Schematic view of the local simplification appmach.

3.5.1 Redundancy Indices
output swing
medium
small

large

zero

small
mediu
large

Figure 1.7: Fuzzy activation Junction replacement decision table.
sum_mm, =

sum_max1

=

MIN

(> wout, + 0,)

(1.13)

MAX

(> wout1 ÷ 0)

(1.14)

sum_mm,

(1.15)

Vtejfpafl.nu

Vtsifpanenu

sum_swing, = sum_max,

output_swing, =

—

çb(sum_max,)

—

(sum_min1)

(1.16)

(1.17)
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__________

error, =

error, =

÷ e'-j +

—

1

+

(1 — 2c) log (1 + e

= i + e""-"i —
= (sum_ntin1)

= (c,

—

—

1

I

+l e

—

C-"i + (c,

—

l)2sum_max,

— (1

—

2c) log (1 + e

'-i)

+ e'-"j + (c, —

1)2(sum_max,

—

c)2di

—

— l)2sum_nun +

sum_mm,) + (1 —

2c)log(

1')

1+
(sum_max) + (c, — I)2sum_swing, + (1 — 2c,)log(1 +

1)2sum_swing, + (1

—

I/(sum_nzin,) \
2c) log It•(sumnwx.)) + 4(sum_max)

—

(sum_min,)
(1.18)

suin_swing

redundancy_index =

error,

3.6 Sigmoid Simplificaction
3.6.1 ActIvation Function Selection Process

Figure 1.8: An example of a threshold replace. The actual slope of the threshold function can differ
from the initial slope of the sigmoid transfer function as a "best" fit is made only with the part of the
sigmoid function that is actually used by the neuron. Plot A shows the neuron response in the used
area only. Plot B covers the complete output range of the sigmoid. A large difference between the
threshold and the sigmoid occurs only for unused input sums.
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(1.19)
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3.7 Wordsize Selection
The number of bits of the integer part is easialy determined by the following formula (add 1 for

the sign bit).

Ii +

I/mt bits

F2Iog(IweiglUI)1

i

,

,

Iweightl > 0

iweigiui 0

1.

(1.20)

Weights are composed of an integer and a fractional part.
0

weight =

fractionalpart

1—2

Iiiiieger part + fractional part ,weight 0
integer part —fractional part , weight < 0

(1.21)

(1 22)

The problem is to determine the required number of bits of the fractional part of a weight. One
could call this a bit—pruning technique. Several statistical methods exists. The algorithms are but
a few exceptionals not very useful!, nice theoretical results.
Information is to coarse to determine the exact number of bits required by the fractional part.
Algoritm is controlled by the connection swing.
Several other pruning techniques can be used (e.g. Karnin prunig).

3.7.1 ConnectIon Swing Approach
MIN w,out,

sum_rn nfl =
sum_max),

V t.ii pafterII

= Vggnp&tenu
MAX w,oul1

connection _swingfl = connection_lnaxfl — connection _?nn

(1.23)

3.7.2 Connection Sensitivity Approach
Upon completion of training we are equipped with a list of sensitivity numbers, one per each con-

nection. They are created by a process that runs concurrently, but without interfering, with the
learning process.

The global error of the net is defined as an extension of(1.9):
E=
.

(1.24)

where the inner summation is over all output neurons, and the outer sum is over the patterns of

the training set.
The sensitivity of the error function to the elimination of a connection can be estimated. In terms
of connection elemination S,, the sensitivity with respect to wfl is defined as:

S,=E(wfl=0)—E(w,=w',)
where w is the final value of the connection upon the completion of the training phase. Equation

(3.) can be rewritten as:
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(1.25)

E(wf)_E(0),

s—
—

wI'—O

(1.26)

and E is expressed as a function of w, assuming that all other weights are fixed (i.e.
at their final states, upon completion of learning). A typical learning process doen not start with
wfi = 0, but rather with some small random choses initial value w. Since we do not known E(0),
we will approximate Sfi by:
where v =

— E(wt)
S,— E()w1—w'

(1.27)

The initial and final weights, w and nI, respectively, are quantities that are readily available dur-

ing the training phase. However, here it is assumed that only one weight, namely w had been
changed, while all others remained fixed. This is clearly not the case during normal training. Consider a network with only two weights, denoted u and w (the extension to more weight will become obvious). In case we are interested in the contribution (S) of weight w, the numerator of
(3.) can be evaluated as:
E(w = w')

—

E(w = 0) =

J'aE
(1.28)

A

The integral starts in point A, which corresponds to w,, = 0 (while all other weights are in their

final states), to the final weight state F. However, the training phase starts at point I, so we have
to approximate the above integral to:

jaE(uw)d

- E(w = 0)

E(w =

(1.29)

This expression will be further approximated by replacing the integral by summation, taken over
the discrete steps that the network passes while learning. Thus the estimated sensitivity to the removal of connection wfi will be evaluated as:

'=

(1.30)

where N is the number of training cycles (epochs).

The above estimate for the sensitivity uses terms that are readily available during training. Obviously the weight increments 4wfl are the essence of every learning process, so they are always
available. Also, most optimization search uses gradients to find the direction of change
For the special case of back—propagation, weights are updated according to (1.10), hence (3.) reduces to (for learing with momentum, the general form of (3.) should be used):

s;

=

[4wft(n)]2
(,

w)

3.8 Linear Regression
PLAATJE!! In order to determine the angle of the threshold function
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(1.31)

___

=

f(a,b)

=

>(Yj—a—bXj)

if(a,b)

and

-a8z,f(a,b) = 0

(1.32)

=0

(1.33)

Functionf is a quadratic function with positive terms, so the extreme value of ... is a minimum.
=

=

_2>(Yj_a_bX,)

=

(Y,_a_bX)2

_2>X1(Y,_a_bXs)

=

Y1=na + b>X,

(1.35)

+ b>X
—

b

>

1

(1.36)

> i>

—

—

—

(1.34)

(>X1)2

>
a=—,1-—
—b

(1.37)

,

(1.38)

The bias needs updating as well.
N

sum,

= >w11out +

Of

(1.39)

s-i

out, = b,sum, + a,

(1.4O

N

= b >, w,ou15

+ bO +

a

(1.41)

N

= b(>Jw,jout, + 0, +
s-i

(1.42)

N

= b(>wjoutj + 0,)
5-'

+ Ii

=

The new bias.
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b,n

(1.43)

(1.44)

Chapter 4

Experiments
4.1 Introduction
This chapter demonstrates the methods and theory presented in the previous chapter. A simple
single input single output neural network is trained to simulate a halve period sinus function. Sec-

ondly, a more elaborate real engineering application is used to show the effect of the local approach. Finally, the speedup accomplished by the simplification process is demonstrated by a
large neural network trained for performing a character recognition task. All simulations are carried out by the InterAct neural network tooling environment.

4.2 Sinus
The "sinus"—network is a simple sigmoidal single input single output neural network with six
hidden neurons (1—6—1 network) trained to simulate a halve period sine function:

This network may not seem to be very useful at a first
glance, but the network size offers the possibility to show all of the network interior, which will
help in better understanding the problem. Figure 4.1 shows the constructed network and the sine
function to be simulated.
0.1 + 0.8sin(,r(x +

1)),

where x e [—1,

11.

L/'<\
Figure 4.1:
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Training is performed until the mean squared error (MSE) is less than 0.001. The training and
test set are both composed of 50 samples. Figure 3.2 shows the activation function behavior of
the trained "sinus"—network. This figure clearly shows that the complete domain of the sigmoid
activation function is not required. Subsequently, the network has a lot of redundancy in the activation functions, which will be removed.

/
/
•

/
ff

.

—

7-

..

___v7

Figure 4.2: The actual transfer behaviour of the trained "sinus "—network: 0.1 + 0.8 sin(r(x + 1)).
The upper Iwo rows show the plots for the hidden neurons, whereas the piot for the output neuron is
shown in the bottom row. Notice that the input range (horizontal axis) dffers for each plot. These
plots show clearly that none of the neurons uses the complete sigmoid transfer function.

The next two subsections demonstrate the global and local neural network simplification procedures, as proposed in the previous chapter. The global approach only addresses activation function simplifications, the local approach on the other hand, addresses activation function simplification and word size selection.

4.2.1 Global Approach
The global approach, as described in section 3.3, is used to simplify the activation functions of

a trained sigmoidal "sinus"—network. The simplification process is controlled by the following
uscr—specifiction:
AW = 0.05

Table 4.1 shows the resulting activation function replacement (optimization phase requires well
over 150 seconds as opposed to the 20 seconds training time!).
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(1.45)

Neuron

New gtatui

neuron 2 (hidden)

threshold

neuron 3 (hidden)

linear

neuron 4 (hidden)

threshold

neuron 5 (hidden)

removed

neuron 6 (hidden)

threshold

neuron 7 (hidden)

removed

neuron 8 (oulpit)

linear

Table 4.1: Activation function replacement using the global approach controlled by specfication:
AVG = 0.05.

We can repeat this experiment using a "wide?' user—specification:
AVG

= 0.1

(1.46)

This "wider" specification enhances the redundancy present in the trained neural network. The
resulting activation function replacement is shown in table 4.2.
Neuron

New status

neuron 2 (hidden)

hMdli miter

neuron 3 (hidden)

linear

neuron 4 (hidden)

threshold

neuron 5 (hidden)

removed

neuron 6 (hidden)

threshold

neuron 7 (hidden)

removed

neuron 8 (ouqxlt)

linear

Table 4.2: Activation function replacement using the global approach controlled by spec çficalion:
AIV = 0.1.

Hidden neuron 1 has been changed into a neuron equiped with a hardlimiter activation function.

This results in a network that is a bit cheaper to evaluate than the preceding network. We may
even wider the user—specification as follows:
AVG

= 0.2

Given this wide user—specification, we expect a network that is even more cheaper to evaluate
than the preceding ones. Looking at the resulting activation function replacement shown in table
4.3, we concludes that this is not the case. Neurons are simplified in order of their neuron number,

ie neuron 2 is optimized first and neuron 8 last. The neurons that are selected first are replaced
by cheap neurons that introduce large errors. This prevents neurons selected later from being replaced by cheaper ones without violating the user—specification.
We may conclude that using the global simplification approach with a very wide user—specification may result in a solution that is not necessarily cheaper to evaluate despite its enhanced redundancy. The global approach is too optimistic at the start of the simplification process, resulting
in a network that is not necessarily cheaper to evaluate despite its enhanced redundancy.
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(1.47)

Neuron

New status

neuron 2 (hidden)

hardlimiter

neuron 3 (hidden)

linear

neuron 4 (hidden)

hardlimiter

neuron 5 (hidden)

sigmoid

neuron 6 (hidden)

aigmoed

neuron 7 (hidden)

sigmnd

neuron 8 (output)

sigmoid

Table 4.3: Activation fi4nction replacement using the global approach controlled by speccation:
=

0.2.

4.2.2 Local Approach
In this section we use the local approach to simplify the "sinus"--network. As discussed in section

3.5 the local approach can not easily be parameterized by user specifications. This prevents us
from controlling the transformation process. We can not assure a behavior invariant transfonnation.
Neuron

Miii. Iiut

Max. Input

Miii. ouput

Max. output

Avg. output

Redundancy
Index

New ,tutus

neuron 2(hidden)

-6.91

0.80

0.00

0.69

0.15

25.40

threshold

neuron 3 (hidden)

—1.45

0.53

0.19

0.63

0.39

58.50

linear

neuron 4 (hidden)

-6.92

1.32

0.00

0.79

0.19

17.39

threshold

neuron 5 (hidden)

-4.56

—2.75

0.06

0.06

0.03

5.05e3

removed

neuron 6 (hidden)

-6.91

1.10

0.00

0.75

0.17

20.17

threshold

neuron 7 (hidden)

-004

0.08

0.49

0.52

0.51

l.43e4

removed

neuron S (output)

—1.73

1.90

0.15

0.87

0.51

19.39

linear

Table 4.4: The range and redundancy values for the various neurons in the "sinus"—network

After simplification the network follows the following specifications:

= 0.05 and

= 0.13. We can clearly see that the output neuron's sigmoid activation function is replaced
by a linear activation function.
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Figure 4.3: Output of the simplified "sine "—neural network.

4.3 Sand Grain Size—Distribution
The network used in the previous section is small and is not a very serious application. In this
section a more elaborate real engineering neural network application is studied. In this application an advanced vision system is developed [36] for the dregging industry that can be used to
determine size—distributions of sand particles in water. A 13—input, 4—hidden and 9—output sig-

moidal feedforward neural network is constructed and trained with run length statistics of sand
images to determine the corresponding size—distribution (DlO..D90 network outputs), as shown
in figure 4.4.

I
t

f1

diueter of grthi.,—0

Figure 4.4: System setup showing the input image, the structure of the used neural network and the
resulting cumulative size—distribution of the sand sample

After training the redundancy in the activation functions is removed by the local simplification
approach. Connections are pruned using the connection swing method, they are removed if the
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recorded swing is less than 0.05. Table 4.5 shows the range and redundacy values for the various
neurons in the network, 2 connections could be pruned.
Neuron

Miii. input

Max. input

Mm. ouput

Max. output

Avg. output

Redundancy
index

New etutue

neuron 14 (hidden)

-4.56

6.59

0.01

0.99

0.57

6.51

threshold

neuron 15 (hidden)

—5.92

4.45

0.00

0.99

0.16

4.44

zig mold

neuron 16 (hidden)

—3.41

13.43

0.03

1.00

0.94

7.97

threshold

neuron 17 (hidden)

—17.53

30.21

0.00

1.00

0.78

4.27

sigrnoid

neuron 18 (output)

—2.19

2.28

0.10

0.91

0.45

13.77

linear

neuron 19 (output)

—2.19

2.27

0.10

0.91

0.44

13.60

linear

neuron 20(outimt)

—2.17

2.26

0.11

0.91

0.43

13.42

linear

neuron 21 (output)

—2.16

2.25

0.10

0.90

0.42

13.24

linear

neuron22(output)

—2.15

2.24

0.10

0.90

0.41

13.01

linear

neuron23(outpul)

—2.15

2.24

0.10

0.90

0.41

12.79

linear

neuron 24 (output)

—2.17

2.21

0.10

0.90

0.40

12.65

linear

neuron 25 (output)

—2.19

2.18

0.10

0.90

0.39

12.48

linear

neuron26(output)

-2.23

2.16

0.10

0.90

0.37

12.20

linear

Table 4.5: The range and redundancy v(iiues for the various neurons in the "sand"—network.

Looking at table 4.5, we notice that the output neurons are always converted to neurons with a
linear activation function. This is because the output neurons are scaled to be within [0.1 0.91,
so they operate solely in the linear region of the activation function. Despite their low redundancy
indices, two hidden neurons could be converted to neurons with a threshold activation function.
The other two hidden neurons remain unchanged. This shows that the selection of the sigmoid
simplification switch—points are critical and have to be user—specification controlled. Unfortunately, the local approach can not easily be parameterized by such a user—specification. The local
approach can be considered as merely a trial—and--error way of optimizing a neural network.
In this case the simplified network operates within the user—specifications SAVG = 0.02 and
= 0.28. Figure 4.5 shown the output of the neural network for class H016 sand, the above
figure is the sigmoidal network output the other figure shows the output of the simplified version.
If we would map this particular network to a p—processor without a floating point unit, we may
need to use table—lookup for the two hidden neurons that could not be simplified. This can make
the mapping more difficult.
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4.4 Optical Character Recognition
In this section we study the speedup achieved by the activation function simplification process

following the local approach and the connection swing pruning algorithm. A large 24 input—, 15
hidden—and 36 output sigmoidal neural network is constructed and trained to perform a character
regonition task, as shown in figure 4.6 . The network is used as a character recognizer in a car
lincense plate regonition (CLPR—) system [371 developed at our laboratory.

The classification is performed on the basis of four features extracted from the image: horizontal
projection, vertical projection, horizontal connected component count and vertical connected
component count. Each of these features is transformed into six inputs for a MLP—neural network, resulting in a total of 24 inputs. A character can be A—Z0—9 (hence, 36 outputs), and is said
to be recognized iff the output of the corresponding output neuron exceeds 0.85 and all other output neurons have an output level below 0.25.

Initially the network is trained with 51 sigmoidal neurons. After training the redundancy in the
activation functions is removed by the local simplification approach. Connections are pruned using the connection swing method if the recorded swing is less than 0.05. The activation simplifiaction results are displayed in tabel 4.6, 9 connections could be pruned.

Figure 4.6: The MLP—neural network used for the cIassfication of characters. Network contains 24
input—i 15 hidden—and 36 output neurons.
New status

#Neuros

removed

0

linear

30

hardli miter

0

threshold

12

simgoul

9

Table 4.6: New activation function types for the "OCR"—network.
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To be able to measure the achieved speedup, the simplified network and the original sigmoidal
network have both been transformed into C—code. This process is illustrated in figure 4.7. After
connection pruning a code generation module has been added.
Code
generation
bi

— I479ntIJO3r(2J-O.9S;

b2 — (2.03'Iu(l J.0.OO439nI2j-.3.6I) >0? I ? 0

tI I — I .0I i.eç(-(I .2245ThI.O367Vb-0.6
oatf2j - I .0I .Oexp(-<2.064'b3-I .207a9,2+I.I2

Figure 4.7: Sitnphficazion and code generation process.

The next code fragment shows a part of the generated C—code of the simplified network.
#define NRJNPUTS 24
#define NR_OUTPUTS 36

void lntorActNetO(float In, float out)

rVahable declarations for the hidden neun,ns/
float h25.h26,h27.h28,h29,h30,h31 ,h32.h33,h34.h35,h36.h37,h38,h39;
h25

((h25 . —0.571 6301n[0}-0.209781 In(1 1+1 .428952in(2J—0.31 6204in(3J

—2.259562in[4)—0.67 1 550in(5)+0.704688in[61+0. 1973931n[7J

+0.844528*in(8)+0.841312In(9l0. 1 895611n(10)—2.537952in(1 1)
+0.2358591n[12)—0.5631 I 7In(I 3J—1 .602fl91n(I 4)_0.412747*in(1 5)
+3.4822571n[1 61+2.151931 In[1 7J—0.494821 In[1 8J—0.760074'in(l 9)

+1 .235106in[20J+1 .3619771n[21 J—0.7496631n[22)+1 .720739'in(23)

+0811305)>0.O ?(h25 <1.0? h25:1.0): 0.0);

oulf34J= 1.0/(1 .0+exp( .-(--0.850665h25—1 .054678h26—0.977259h27
—0.837096h28—0.91 8724'h29—1 .059094h30-0.954263h31—I .0601 8Th32
—0.8674 17h33—0.683362'h34—0.784591 h35-0.66961 3h36—1 . 159230h37

—0.988633h38-0.71 5659h39—2. 176036) ));

out35J — ((outt35l — +0.000000h25+0.000000'h26+0.000000h27+0.000000h28
+0.728621 h29—I .057011 'h30+0.597944h31 .0.706962h32—0.816435h33

+0.740386'h34+0.563300h35-0.596560h36-0.065871 h37-0.586360h38
—1.486406'h39+0.020043) >0.0 ?(oufl35l < 1.0? ou1135):1.0): 0.0);

Table 4.7 shows the timing results performed on a HP9000/735 machine for both networks. The
actual speedup achieved is machine depend. The timing results shown in the next figure can be
considered worst case for the simplified network, because this particular target machine has a

very fast floating point unit (the timing results are in fact useless). A much lager speedup is
achieved when porting both network to e.g. a 8—bit machine without floating—point hardware.
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The timing results show a large speedup of nearly 20%, the network still operates within the specifications set above.

Table 4.7: liming results on a HP9000I/35 machine.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions & Future Research
5.1 Conclusions
The two proposed simple activation function redundancy reduction approaches described in

chapter 3 and demonstrated in chapter 4 show promising results. Both global and local methods
work rather well, a substantial speedup can be achieved.
Redundancy reduction by the global approach is a bit slow. This makes the method only practical
for small neural networks. The method does offer a behavior invariant transformation which can
be controlled by user—specifications. A problem arises when the user—specification is wide. In
case of a wide specification, the method tend to be too optimistic at the start of the reduction process. This undesirable optimism can result in a solution which is not necessarily cheaper to evaluate despite its enhanced redundancy.
The local approach does not have these disadvantages. It is fast, but does not guarantee a behavior
invariant transformation, nor can this reduction process be easily controlled by user—specifications. The main reason is that the recorded local data depends on the behavior of other neurons
connected in the previous layer. This means that controlling the redundancy reduction e.g. by
back—propagating the specifications or automatic adaptation of the switching domains by user—
specifications is not possible.

After the reduction process the output neurons usually turn up to be neurons with a linear activation function. This occurs, because to ensure a proper error convergence during training, the network output is restricted to be within 0.1 and 0.9. Linear output neurons may provide a better
control of the reduction process by user—specification, more research is needed in that area.

The word size selection process is not very accurate. The integer part is never a problem. The
determination if the required number of bits in the fractional part is not as easy. Apparently the
information provided by the connection swing and Karnin pruning algorithm is not fine enough.
Even the control of the connection pruning level can not be easily controlled by user—specifications. Similar problems arise with the local approach activation function selection process.
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A connection with a large swing does not have to have a large Karnin sensitivity! So, both methods are somewhat incompatible. The Karnin algorithm is more accurate than the swing approach,
because the total network's behavior in incorporated in the sensitivity data.

Finally we can conclude that a redundancy reduction process following the functional specifications in section 1.6 is not as easy as it seems. The preliminary work presented in this thesis look
promising but is not sufficient for production purposes.

5.2 Future Research
At lot of work has to be done before the redundancy reduction process is ready for production
purposes. We propose a combination of the two redundancy reduction methods, resulting in a
relatively fast behavior invariant algorithm which can be controlled by specifications. More elaborate error models need to be constructed. The assumption that output neurons often have a linear
activation function can severely reduce the model's complexity.
Another interesting area of research is the construction of a more advanced pruning algorithm.
The idea is to make the pruning level depending on the user—specifications. We feel there is a
relationship between the connection precision and the active area in the activation function.

Several other optimizations are possible. Units that mimic the output of other units can be removed. After bit—pruning, weights connected to a particular neuron having the same weight can
be represented by a single connection. This weight sharing can further reduce evaluation cost.
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Chapter 7

Appendix: Software
This chapter contains the source code of the implementation of the algorithms discussed in this

thesis. The software is composed of two modules, misc and Iowcost. Both modules are written
in ANSI—C and interface with the InterAct neural network tooling environment. We will discuss
in short the available routines in the modules. For details, the reader is referred to the complete
documentation in the source code.

7.1 Module: LowCost
Module LowCost contains the implementation of the algorithms presented in this thesis. Rou-

tines are present for analyzing neural networks, determining redundancy, activation function
simplification, connection pruning and word size selection.
To perform the variety of operations, Low Cost maintains an internal data structure as shown in
figure 7.1. Data structure is constructed and initialized by InitNeuronStat. Each hidden and output neuron has an entry in the neuronStat_t array pointed to by neuronStat. Connections are
recorded in the connectionStat_t array accessible through the connectionStat pointer of the particular neuron. This data structure is later filled by the network analysis GetNeuronStat function. Based on this data, neuron activation functions are selected, irrelevant connections pruned
and the number of bits for connections determined.

The following functions are accessible for InterAct application programs:

InitNeuronStat:
Routine builds the neuronStat and connectionStat administration shown in figure 7.1.

NeuronStatCleanup:
Routine frees space allocated by InitNeuronStat.
GetNeuronStat:
Routine analysis the neurons in the network and records things like minimum sums, maximum
neuron output values, connection products etc.
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maxProd
sensitivity
pruned

0

0

maxSum

I

integerSize

redundancylndex

friionSize

newActivation

nrNeurons

niConnections
connectionStat
niConnections—1

Figure 7.1: Schematic view of LowCost's datastructure

GetRedundancylndex:

Routine calculates the redundancy index of a user designated neuron based on data recorded dur-

mg the GetNeuronStat process.

WnteMatlabDatafile:

Dump the input output mapping of a neurons in a user specified data file. This file can later be
processed by the MatLab package for further analysis or for producing neat graphs.

PrintNeuronStat:

This routine prints the internal data structure to a user specified file. The following example
shows a part the output produced:
Acflvaton function regions:
0000
0
0

0

0000

Dlii 21314

Neuron: 80
Region Statistics:

region: 0 frequency: 0
region: I frequency:

1

region: 2 frequency: 34
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reon: 3

frequency: 15

reon: 4 frequency: 0
minSum: —1.530402 maxSum: 1.928731 ,nputSwing: 3.459133

minOut 0.177935 maxOut: 0.873109 outputSwing: 0.695174
avgOut 0.599438
oldBias: 1.115070 redundancy index: 19.633625

nrConnections: 6
LSOavgsum: 0.502135 LSOavgout 0.599438
New Status: UNEAR with angle: 0.210366 and newBias: 3.462440

Connection Statistics:

from:2H pruned:Y

initialWeiit

—2.144139

oldWeiit —2.200516

weight: —2.200516

deltaWeight 0.000518
minProd: -0.314.463 maxProd: -0.299097 avgProd: —0.306727

swing: 0.015365 sensitivity: 0.575753
total connection bit size: 0

from:7H pruned:N
initial Weiit —1.194525 oldWeight: —4.788313 weight: —4.788313

deltaWeight 0.002829

minProd: —4.015392 maxProd: —0.002686 avgProd: —0.977154
swing: 4.0 12705 sensitivity: 0.484040

#bits integer part 4 #bits fractional part 4

total connection woid size: 8 bits

BuildConnectionSenSitivity:
Prior to a BP learning cycle (epoch) this routine has be called. It gathers connection related data
needed to perform a Karnin sensitivity analysis. After training, the accompanied function AdjustConnectionSensitivity is needed to adjust the recorded data.
AdjustConnectionSensitivitY:

This routine adjusts the recorded data gathered by BuildConnectionSeflsitiVity. This post learning process assures the Karnin sensitivity data is valid.

KarninConnectionPrufling:

Remove a connection if the recorded sensitivity is less than KARNIN_PRUNING_LEVEL.
The bias of the receiving neuron is adjusted accordingly. If a neuron looses all connections, it is
removed from the network.

SwingConnectionPruning:

Remove a connection if the recorded swing is less than SWING_PRUNING_LEVEL. The bias
of the receiving neuron is adjusted accordingly. If a neuron looses all connections, it is removed
from the network.

Simplify Weights:
Routine determines the required number of bits for the integer and fractional part of a connection.

SimplifyNeurons:
Routine determines a proper replacement for neuron activation function as discussed in section
3.5.2.
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NetworkAnalysis:
This routine acts like a placeholder for the other simplification routines. It performs all necessary
steps in the right order. Most InterAct applications only use this particular routine.

7.2 Module: Misc
Module Misc is a collection of some general purpose routines which are put together for convenience. The module has no internal data structures. Itcontains a collection of some handy macro's

for determining mm, max and square, and the following functions:

MyError:
General error printing routine, also terminates program.

MyMalloc:
Malloc, including a necessary size check.
MyCalloc:
Calloc, including a necessary size check.

EPrintf:
Printf to stderr.

ECPrintf:
Conditional printf to stderr.

7.3 Sources
See

next page.
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*

:

DESCRIPTION

/

connected

initial

pruned
activationReplace_t;

to

/

float LSQMinOut;

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

L.SQAvgSws;

/

avgOut;

float LSQAvgOut;
float LSQSwnSum;
float LSQSumOut;
float LSQSumSquaredSum;
float LSQSumSumOut,

float
float
float

/

/

float L.SQMaxOut;
I. ————
avgSum;

i

/

/

/

1*

L.SQMinSuin;

maxSum;
minOut;
maxOut;

float L.SQMaxSuin:

float
float
float
float

float minSuas;

typedef

Data Structure holds data of a neuron
struct neuronStat_t

Udefine MAX_REGIONS 5

)

linear.
hardlimiter,

sigmoid • 0.
threshold,

/

1

/

/

intermediate
intermediate
intermediate

for LSQ slope det.
for LSQ slope det.
for LSQ slope det.

/

/

/

1

/

average pre synaptic
average post synaptic 1
average pre synaptic for LSQ slope dot. 'I
average post synaptic for LSQ slope det. .1
Intermediate for LSQ slope det.

maximum post synaptic /
minimum pre synaptic for LSQ slope det.
maximum pre synaptic for LSQ slope det.
minimum post synaptic for LSQ slope det.
maximum post synaptic for L.SQ slope det.

minimum post synaptic *1

maximum pre synaptic

minimum pre synaptic

/

/
minimum connection product
maximum connection product /
avgerage connection product /
weight .1
last B? weight update /
current weight
/
used to calculate deltaWeight, currently obsolete
Karnin sensitivity 'I
pruned (YIN) .1
weight integer part *bits /
weight fractional part Ubits 1

Activation function replacement type 'I

connectionStat_t;

Id;

/

/

1*

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

1

typedef .num activationReplace_t

I

neuron_Sid_t

mt fractionSize;

float minProd;
float maxProd;
float avgProd;
float initialWeight;
float deltaWeight;
float weight;
float oldWeight;
float sensitivity;
bool pruned;
jot integerSize;
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InterAct application module, module contains routines
for analyzing neural networks, determining and exploiting
network redundancy in order to simplify activation functions
and determining proper connection word sizes.

csg675cs.rug.nl

Iowcost.h

1. Data structure holds data of a connection
typedef struct connectionStat_t

*include "stdio.h>
*include
interact.h

*def inc _LOW_COST_H_

:

11-02-95
H.Keegstra

2.0

VERSION
DATE
AUTHOR

* i tnde f _LOW_COST_H_

*

• *

lowcost.h

FILE

Apr19 1996 09:10:13
————

Upatterns

in I..SQ slope

1

/

the angle of the slope
old bias value
current bias value

1

neuron);

/

(0, if not used)

NULL.

patterns. During the analysis phase several neuron and connection attributes
are determined, which are stored in the neuronStat and connectionStat
The attributes are described in iowcost,h.

Routine analysis the neurons registered in the neuronList by user supplied

Routine dumps the input output mapping of a neuron identified by id to a file.
The data can be processed by the MatLab package to produce neat graphs.

"neuronStat. group_Sid_t neuronList.
pattern_Slist_id_t listld);
•

Routine analysis the neurons registered in the neuront,ist by user supplied
patterns. During the analysis phase several neuron and connection attributes
are determined, which are stored in the neuronStat and connect ionStat
administration. The attributes are described in lowcost.h.

mt GetNeuronStat CneuronStat_t

*else

Routine acts as a placeholder for the optimization routines in this module.
A application calls this routine when optimizations are required. If dFileName
can not be opened an error is printed and the program terminated.

neuronStat_t "neuronStat);

void NetworkAnalysis(float patternList(MAX_NOF_PA'rFERN$) (MAX_NOF_INPUTS),
long patternListSize, long nrPatternlnput. char dFileName,

::

void WrjteMatlabOataFjle(float patternList(MAX_NOF_PATTERNS) (MAX_HOP_INPUTS)
long patternListSize. long nrPatternlnput. char 'prean±l',
neuron_Sid_t id);

" administration.

"

1. values

*defne

Yes, some people don't like to use InterAct's pattern lists 'I
/
taken from recog.c
MAX_HOP_INPUTS 50
Udefine MAX_NOF_PATTERNS 5000
jot GetNeuronStat (neuronStat_t • neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronList,
float patternList(MAX_NOF_PATTERNS) (MAX_NOF_INPUTSI,
long patternListSize, long nrPatternlnput);

*ifdef NO_PA'I'TERN_LIST

Routine frees space allocated by InitNeuronStat, POST; neuronStat •

void NeuronStatCleanUp(neuronStat_t *neuronStat)

Routine builds the neuronStat and connectionStat administration for neurons
registered in neuronList.

neuronStat_t "InitNeuronStat (group_Sid_t neuronList);

::

/

here it is. the redundancy index

new sctivation function type *1
/. region statistic, used by PrintHeuronStat
/
or. of inputs
1
/
the connections /

I'

/

/

1

I'

D€termine the redundancy index of the neuron designated by the neuron
pointed to by neuron pointer.

void GetRedundancylndex(neuronstat_t

neuronStat_t;

newActivation;
long regionCount[MAX_REGIONS(;
long nrConnections;
connectionStatt connectionStat;

float bias;
activationReplace_t

redundancylndex;
float angle;
float oldBias;

float

mt nrLSQPatterns;

I.

1owcot.h
Page3

*

neuronStat. group_Si&.t neuronL,ist,

this is a preliminary value /
Sdefine KARNIN_PRUNING_LEVEL O.lf

for the connections

neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronList);

bits

Routines simplifies the activation function of the neurons registered in neuronList.

mt SimplifyNeurons)neuronStat_t

The bit-pruning algorithm. Determine number of required
of the neurons registered in neuronList.

mt SimplifyWeights)neuronStat_t "neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronList);

" of the

Perform swing connection pruning algorithms on neurons registered in neuronList.
All connections having a swing below SWING_PRUNING_LEVEL are removed, the bias
reveiving neuron is adjusted.

mt SwingConnectiormPrunig(neuronStat_t •neuronStat, group_Sid..,t neuronList);

/

this is a preliminary valu. /
adef in. SWING_PRUNING_LEVEL 0.0Sf

•

"neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronL.ist);

performs the Karnin sensitivity pruning algorithm for neurons in neuronList.
All connections having a sensitivity below KARNIN_PRUNING_LEVEL. are removed, the
bias of the receiving neurons are adjusted.
* PRE: BuildConnectionSensitivity & AdjustConnectionSensitivity are performed.

" Routine

mt KarninConnectiOnPruniflg)neurOnStat_t

I.

dataFile);

Routine prints the neuronStat and connectionStat contents of the neurons registered
in the neuronList to the dataFile.

mt PrintNeuronStat)neuronStat_t "neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronList. FILE

performs a post learning process used by the Karnin sensitivity analysis for
neurons registered in neuronList. The produce usefull results, prior to the learning
phase, the BuildConnectionSensitivity routine should have been called.

— Routine

float eta)

mt AdjustconnectionSensitivity(neuronStat_t

this

Routine performs a Pr. learning process used by the Karnin sensitivity analysis

" for the neurons registered in neuronList. Prior to a learning cycle (epoch)
" routine must be called. After training phase, the accompanied routine
" AdjustConnectionSensitivity is needed.

*

mt BuildConnectionSensitivity(neuronStat..,t "neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuront.ist);

aendi f

dileName.

Routine acts as a placeholder for the optimization routines in this module.
A application calls this routine when optimizations are required.
If dFileName can not be opened an error is printed and the program terminated.

void NetworkAnalysis)patterfl_Slist_id_t listld, char
neuronStat_t "neuronStat);

Routine dumps th input output mapping of a neuron identified by id to a file.
The data can be processed by the MatLab package to produce neat graphs.

void WriteMatlabDatarile(pattern_SliSt_id_t listld. char preamble, neuron_Sid_t id);

Apr19 199609:10:13
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øendif

2

selection process is based on a value called a redundancy index. After
simplification several optimizations are performed concerning the angle and biases.

" The

Apr19 199609:10:13

MACRO

C

\

C

/

\

\

\

\

,

aid,
\

if(neuronStat(idj -• NULL) \
MyErrorVlnteract administration error, unknown neuronld: %lir

MyError(Oops! Neuron 0 ii not an input neuron, now I have a pr

if(id — 0)

get_Sid_nauron(get_soptjon_larger, id, neuronList.
&neuronListStatus);
continue;

break;
default:

case kind_Shidden_neuron:
case kind_Soutput_neuron:

C'

get_Sneuron_kind)jd. &neuronKind, &status(;
switch)neuroKind) \

\

has not been initialjzed\n);
input_Slut)

administration

if(neuronList
return -1;

MyError(neuronStat

NULL)

MACRO

calculate standard logistic activation function *1
F(stue) (lOt / (lOt + exp(-(float))suis))((

MACRO calculate inverse of standard logistic activation function
*define FINV)out (-log) 1. Of - (float) (out) ( / (float) (out)

/*

Idefine

/

if)neuronStat[id)->newActivatjon
pruned) \
MyError(lnteract administration error, pruned neuron in neuron
List: tld\n.id);

I.

id);

oblem!\n);

1
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InterAct application module, module contains routines
for analyzing neural networks, determining and exploiting
network redundancy in order to simplify activation functions
and determining proper connection word sizes.

checks parameters 1
CHECK_PARA
\
if(neuronStat

MACR checks neuronStat
0defin. CHECK_ID(id(

*define

/

øinclude .cfloat.h>
øinclude
interact.h
øinclude misc.h
øinclude new.h
linclude interactmacros.h

<limits.h>

include <time.h>

1

*iriclude

0

0

*irclu(e
ir:c1uie

math.h>
<stdio.h>
h-' <ctype .
Ot::.ludo cstddef.h>
*;nclud,. <stdlib.h>
*include 'cstdarg.h>
*uilude <strlng.h>

DESCRIPTION

H.Keegstra

AUTHOR

Iowcost.c

csg675cs. rug. ni

11-02-95

VERSION
DATE

.

lowcost.c

2.0

FILE

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43
MACRO

.

IOWCOSt.C

DES CR

neuron(

pointer to flauronStat neuron administration

(neuron-xavgOut
-

l.Of)

•

O.Of)

IN:

sumSwing / error;

l.Of)

Routine determines the type of neuron id. this type
output generating routines. PrintNeuronStat etc.

H'
'0'

indentifying neuron type:
• input neuron
• hidden neuron
— output neuron

id of neuron to be processed

'I'

char

id

DESCR;

RET:

void WriteMatlabDatapile)float

* i fdef NO_PATTERN_LIST

case kind_S input_neuron:
return 'I';
case kind_Shidden_neuron:
return 'H';
case kind_Soutput_neuron:
return '0';
default:
return '?';

switch (neuronicind)

*

sumswing

*

(char)

is used by

Page 2

*

I

exp(-(flit

patternt.ist(MAX_NOF_PATTERNS] (MAX_NOF_INPUTS),

get_Sneuron_kind)jd, &neuronXind, &status);

status_St
status;
neuron_Skind_t neuronKind;

::

*

-

neuron->minSum(;

(neuron->avgOut

-

I

•

(I.Of - 2.Of • neuron->avgOut)
log(neuron-minOut / neuron->maxOut(
neuron->minOut - neuron->maxOut;

neuron->redundancylndex •

error -

return;

neuron->redundancylndex - O.Of;

prevent

log(O) runtima errors /
if)neuron->minOut / neuron->maxOut
/

fabs)nauron-maxSum

pointed to by neuron pointer.
float error;
float sumSwing =

"
•

•

(1

/

* Determine the redundancy index of the neuron designated by the neuron

neuron

GetRedundancylndex(neuronStat_t
IN/OUT:

static char GetNeuronKindChar(neuron_Sid_t (4)

*

"

void

i

preliminary values, determine post synaptic range for LSQ slope det.
#define LSQ_MIN 0.0Sf
Ildefine LSQ_MAX 0.9Sf

((sum)))))

calculate derivative of standard logistic activation function
ødefine DF)sum( )l.Of / (expUfloat) (sum)) • (1 + exp(-)float) (sum))) •

*

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43

nrPatternlnpUt, char

id

DESCR:

id

listld, char

Page 3

preamble,

'
preamble, neuron_Sid_t id)

w)) •. NULL)

a

—

<

nrPatternlnput;

i++)

this
will slow things down

(out_St)patternLiet(patterflldi Ii);

0; i

1*

/

lelse
pattern_Slist_get_pattern) listld. patternld, inputs. &nrlnputs, targets.
&nrTargets, &status);
set_SinputCinputs. nrlnputs. &status);
calc_Sstart_evalu(OL, hidden_Slist. &status);

slff_evalu_pattern(inX. nrPatternlnput);

mxli)

forLi =

long i;

out_St inx(MAX_NOF_INPUTS):

* i fdef NO_PATTERN_LIST

i fdef NO_PATTERN_LIST
patternL.istSize;
nrPatterns
øelse
pattern_Slist_get_info(listld. &info, &status);
nrPatterfls - info.nr_patterns;
øendif
1; patternld <. nrPatterns; patternld++)
for(patternld

MyError(%B could not be opened for write\n. matlabFileName);

if((matlabFile • fopen(matlabFileName.

id);

flyError(WriteMatlabDataFile: parameter preamble is too long,\n it should not exceed
200 chars.\n);
strcpy(matlabFileName. preamble);
sprintf(matlabFileName + etrlen(preamble). %c%ld.dat, GetNeuronKiridChar(neuronKind),

200)

kind_Sinput_neuron)

if(strlen(preairible)

if (neuronXind -return;

get_Sneuron_kindfid. &neuronKind. &status);

status;
status_St
pattern_Slist_into_t info:
matlabFile;
FILE
matlabFileNamet255):
char
nrlnputs,
nrTargets, nrPatterns. patternld;
long
output;
out_St
get_Sneuron_status_t neuronStatus:
neuronKind;
neuron_Skind_t
inputs I INTERACT_MAX_PATTERN_INPUTS);
out_St
target at INTERACT_MAX_PATTERN_INPUTS);
out_St

dumps the input output mapping of a neuron identified by id to a file.
The data can be processed by the MatLab package to produce neat graphs.

•

list designator

designating the output file name and or its path
of the neuron the processed

string

pattern

IN: preamble •

it

IN:

listld =

WriteMatlabDataFile(pattern._Slist_id_t

" Routine

::

*€ncl

::

vo;ci

::

id)

long patternListSize, long

neuron,.,Sid_t

IowcOst.C

patternList used by OCR application
IN: patternList
nr. of patterns in patternList
patternListSize
nrPatternlnput - nr. of inputs to the network, needed for copy process

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43

trintf(natlabFile,

pointer
to neuronStat administration

list containing neurons. e.g. hidden_Slist

output):

*neuronStat;

nrConnect ions;

connect ions (INTERACT_MAX_INPUTS);

*

neuronkind;
nrNeurons;

id;

status. neuronListStatus;

==

status_Sok)

!-

NULL)

connect ionStat_t)):

neuronStat Lid) -connectionStat •

id);

(connectionStat_t)NyCalloc(nrConnections

get_Sneuron_inputs(id. connections, &nrConnections. &status);
neuronStat Lid) ->nrConnections • nrConnections;

FLT_MAX;
neuronStatlid)->minSum
neuronStatlid)->maxSusn • -FLT_MAX;
neuronStatIid)-minOut = FLT_MAX;
-FLT_MAX;
neuronStat(id)-'maxOut

MyError(lnteraCt administration error, unknown neuronld; %l:fn,
neuronStat lid) • (neuronStat_t)MyCalloc(sizeof(neuronStat_t

if(neuronStattid)

Page 4

2

sizeof

&id, &neuronListStatus):

&id. &neuronListStatus);

MyErrorVOops! Neuron 0 is not an input neuron, now I have a problem!\n);

if(id •— 0)

continue;

.

case kind_Shidden_neuron:
case kind_Soutput_neuron:
break;
default:
get_Sid_neuroncget_Soption_larger, id, neuronList. ",

switch (neuronkind)

get_Sneuron_kind(id, &neuronKind, &ststus);

while(neuronLi,tStatus.all

get_Sid_neuron(get_Soption_first. OL, neuronList,

get_Snumber_of_neurons(neuronList. &nrNeurons, &status);
neuronStat • (neuronStat_t")MyCallocUnrNeurons • l)* sizeof(neuronStat_t));
/
neuron 0 is always an input neuron and is subsequently not needed
1
in the neuronStat administration, so we can use it as a sentinel
neuronStat)0) - (neuronStat_t)nrNeurons;

if(neuronList !- neuron_Slist)
MyError) lnitNeuronStat needs neuron_Slist\n);

status_St
neuron_Sid_t
neuron_Skind_t
long
neuronStat_t
get_Sinput_info_t
long
long

Routine builds the neuronStat and connectionStat administration for neurons
registered in nauronList.

DESCR:

RET:

InterAct

lnitNeuronStat (group_Sid_t neuront.ist)

IN: neurOnt.iet -

neuronStat_t

fclose(matlabFile)

::

IowcoSt.C

%f %f\n, neuronStatus.sum,

1

calcS:;t,rteva1u)OL, output_S].ist, &status);
end if
get 5stit:i r;eu;on(id, &rieuronStatus, &status);
get Sneiironj:utput(id. &output, &status);
*

Apr18 1996 13:02:43

help

0;

<

nrConnections; j+.)

compiler to perform CSE

i

c

=

IN/OUT; neuronStat

i

<

size;

free)neuronStat)
neuronStat = NULL;

NULL)

activation function (a - 1)
-2.997
-1.5
-REGION_i_LEVEL
-REGION_O_LEVEL

nr.

HI CUT: neumcnStat =

pointer

to neuronStat administration

neuron list, e.g. hidden_Slist

list designator

InterAct

pattern

IN: fleuronList •

lendi f

listld •

mt GetNeuronstat)neuronstat_t

IN:

NULL.

to be removed

OCR application
in patternList
of inputs to the network, needed for copy process

**neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronList,
pattern_Slist_id_t listld)

nrPatternlnput =

patternList used by
patt.rnListSize nr. of patterns

IN: patternList -

lelse

/

group_Sid_t neuronList,
float patternListlMAx_NOF_PATTERNsJ (MAX_NOF_INPUTS)
long patternListSize, long nrPatternlnput)

/

we use location 0 as a sentinel

mt GetNeuronStat(neuron5tat_t "neuronStat

fdef NO_PATTERN_LIST

"

*i

!-

i++)

/

free) (n.uronStat) (iJ-sconnectionStat);
free) (neuronStat) (il);

if((neuronStat)(i)

for)i — 1;

return;

-. NULL)

(int))*neuronStat);

if)neuronStat

mt I;
mt size
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&neuronListStatus)

Routine frees space allocated by lnitNeuronStat, POST: neuronStat

in case of logistic
*defjne REGION_0_LEVEL
*defj;:e REGION_i_LEVEL
Idefine REGION_2_LEVEL
ødefine REGION_3_LEVEL

/

"neuronStat)

, &id.

connections(i).weight;

id, neuronList.

c->weight

pointer to pointer to neuronStat administration

void NeuronStatCleanUp(neuronStat_t

return neuronStat;

get_Sid_neuron)get._Soption_larger,

c->id =
c->initialWeight
c-soldWeight
c-minProd - FLT_MAX;
c->maxprod • -FLT_MAX;

DESCR:

/

Iowcost.c

&neuronStat(idj->connectjonStattjl;
connections(iJ.from_jd;

cnnectionStat_t

for(i
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if error.
0

otherwise

lowcost.c
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id;

output;

neuronKind;

nrlnputs, nrTargets;

neuronStat(jd)->min5um
neuronStat(idj->maxsum
neuronStat(idj->mjnOut
neuronStat(idj->maxOut

FLT_MAX;
-FLT_MAX;
FL,T_MAX;

•
-

i

neuronStat(idj->nrConnections;

i++)

0.Of;

patternLjstSize;

1; patternld

inX)i)

—

0;

nrPatternlnput;

i++)

nrPatterns;

patt.rnld++(

)out_St)patternt.jst(patternld)(jI;

<

Out_St inX(MAX_NOF_INPUTS];

<—

info.nr_patterns;

* i fdef NO_PATTERN_LIST

for(patternld =

nrPatterns *endif

pattern_Slist_get_info)listld, &info, &status);

nrPatterns —
øelse

ifdef NO_PATTERN_LIST

get_Sid_neuron)get_Soption_larger, id. neuronList,

neuronStat(idJ-connactionstat(i).avgprod —

&id, &neuronListStatus)

slzeof)long));
neuronStat(idj->connectionStat Iii .minProd — FLT_MAX;
neuronStat(id)->cormection5tat(ij .maxProd = -FLT_MAX;

for)i — 0;

memset(neuronstat(id)-regjoncount, 0, MAX_REGIONS •

get_Sstatus_neuron(id, &neuronStatus, &status);
neuronStat(id)->oldBjas - neuronStatus.bjas;

sizeof(float),

•
- -FLT_MAX;
neuronStat lid) -nrLSQPatterns =
0;
/ clear all summing fields /
/
please watch field order in neuronStat_t structure! /
memset)neuron5tat(id) + 8 •
0, 8
Sizeof)float));

neuronStat(idj->LSQMaxOut

neuronStatljd)->LSQMinSuni •
neuron5tat(id)->LSQMaxSws •
neuronStattidj-m'LSQMinOut •

CHECK_ID)id);

&id, &neuronListstatuS);

inputs(INTERACT_MAX_PATTERN_INPUTS];
targets(INTERACT_MAX_PATTERN_INP)YTS)

/ clear areas, just te be sure /
get_Sid_neuron)get_Soption_first, OL, neuronList, ",
while)neuronLlstStatus all -= stetus_Sok)

CHECK_PARA;

out_St
out_St
long

long

get_Sneuron_status_t neuronStatus;

out_St

status. neuronListstatus;
nrPatterns, patternld;
info;

Routine analysis the neurons registered in the neuronList by user supplied
patterns. During the analysis phase several neuron and connection attributes
are determined, which are stored in the neuronStat and connect ionStat
ademnistratjon, The attributes are described in lowcost.h.

1

status_St
long
pattern_Slist_info_t
neuron_Sid_t
neuron_Skind_t

•

"

DESCR:

RET:
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I0WC0$t.C

-

neuronStatus

neuronStatus.sum);
neuronStatus.sum);
output);
output);

id) ->regionCount

(1) ++;

0;

i

connectionStat_t
if)c->pruned)

c —

/

•- prod

/

id. neuronList,

prod);
prod);
(float)nrPatterns;

get_Sid_neuron)get_Soption_larger,

c->avgProd

c->minprod • min)c->minProd.
c-maxProd • max)c-maxProd,

&status);

&id. &neuronListltatus);

&neuronStat(idl->connectionStat(i);

get_Sneuron_output)c-'id, &output.
prod • output * c->weight;

continue;

/

c neuronStat(id)->nrConnections; i+.)

float output, prod;
I. help compiler to perform CSE

for(i •

if )neuronStatus sum < REGION_2_LEVEL)
neuronStat I idi ->regionCount (21+,;
else
if )neuronStatus sum c REGION_3_LEVEL.)
neuronStat lid) ->regionCount (31+.;
else
neuronStat id) ->regionCount (43+.,

nsuronStat I
else

if(neuronStatus.sum c REGION_i_LEVEL)

else

neuronStat I id) ->regionCount (01+ +;

/
build activation function region statistics
if)n.uronStatus.sum < REGION_0_L.EVEL.)

neuronStat(idj->LSQSumSquaredSum +. neuronStatu,.suin * neuronStatus.sum;
neuronStat(idj->1.SQSumOut +. output;
neuronStat(id1-LSQ$umZumOut +- neuronStatus.sum • output;
neuronStat(td)->L.SQMinSum
min)neuronStat(idj->LSQMinSum, neuronStatus.sum);
neuronStat(id)->1,SQNaxSum • max(neuronStat(idj->LSQMaxSum, neuronStatus.sum);
neuronStat(idj->1,SQMinOut — min(neuronStat(idj-sL.SQMinOut, output);
neuronStat(id(->LSQMaxOut — max)neuronStat(idj->LSQMaxOut, output);

neuronStat ( idj -sL.SQSumSum •sum;

&neuronStatus. &status);
&output. &status);
• min(neuronStat(id)-minSuis,
• max)neuronStat(idj->maxSusi.
• rnin)neuronStat(idj->minout,
• max)neuronStat(idj->maxout,
•• neuronStatus.sum;
+- output:
output < LSQ_MAX)
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&neuronListStatus);

&nrlnputs, targets

OL, neuronList, ". &id,

status_Sok)

neuronStat (id) - +nrLSQPatterns+.;

get_Sneuron_output )id,
neuronStat(idl->minSum
neuronStat(idj->maxSum
neuronStat(ldJ->minOut
neuronStat(idj->maxout
neuronStat(id)->avgSum
neuronStat(idj->avgOut
if)output > LSQ_MIN &&

get_Sstatus_neuron)id,

CHECK_ID)id);

while)neuront.istStatus.all -

get_Sid_neuron(get_Soption_first,

'ncii f

patrern_Slist_get.pattern)listld. patternld, inputs
&nrTargets. &status);
rput ;r::ut ; nrlnputs &status
—
:alcSstartevalu(OL, hidden_Slist. &status);
:-a1cSstat_eva1u(OL, output_Slist, &status);

Selse

.lf f_evalu_pattern)inX. nrPatternlnput);

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43

Iowcost.c

I- )float)nrPatterns;

-l if error, 0 otherwise

0

112131

4

\n\n);

;

-,

neuronStat ( id) ->redundancylndex);

.

4

mmnOut; %f maxOut: %f outputSwing: %f\n,
neuronStat(id)->minOut, neuronStat(id(->maxOut,
fabs)neuronStat(id(->maxOut - neuron$tat(jd)-..mjnOut));
fprintt(dataFile,
avgOut: %f\n, neuronStat(id)-.avgOut);
fprintf(dataFile,
old3ias: %f redundancy index: %f\n, neuronStat[id)-'oldBias,

fprintf(dataFile.

fabs)neuronStat(idl->inaxSum - neuronStat(idl->minSum));

neuronStat lid) ->regionCount (ii);
minSuin: %f
maxSum; %f inputSwing: %f\n',
neuronStat lid) ->minSum. neuronStat lid) ->maxSum,

fprintf)dataFile.

neurons registered

&id, &neuronListStatus);

the

fprintf(dataFile, Neuron: %ld%c\n, id. GetNeuronKindChar)id));
fprintf)dataFile,
Region Statistics:\n);
for(i • 0; i < MAX_REGIONS
i++)
fprintf)dataFile.
region: %ld frequency: %ld\n, i.

CHECX_ID)id);

fprintf)dataFile,
fprintf(dataFile, •Neuron Statistics:\n\n)
get_Sid_neuron)get_Soption_first, 01,, neuronList.
while)neuronListStatus all •— status_Sok)

fprintf)dataFile.

fprintf(dataFile,*oooo

nrPruned • 0;

fprintf)dataFile. Activation function regions:\n*);
fprintf)dataFile,
0000\n);
fprintf)dataFile.
0
\n);
fprintf(dataFile,
0
\fl);
fprintf)dataFiie.
0

CHECK_PARA;

mt

neuron_Sid_t
id;
long
i;
neuron_Skind_t neuronEind;

status, neuront.istStatus;

Routine prints the neuronStat and connectionStat contents of
in the neuronList to the dataFile.

DESCR:

neuron administration
e.g. hidden_Slist

receiving the output of this routine

file

OUT: dataFile •
RET:

pointer to neuronStat
InterAct neuron list.

IN: neuronStat •
neuronList •

dataFile)

&id, &neuronListitatus);

PrintNeuronStat)neuronStat_t "neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronList. FILE

status_St

I..

mt

return 0;

get_Sid_neuron)get_Soption_larger, id. neuronList. ".

(float)neuronStat(jd(-.nrLsçi

-'nrL
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neuronStat(id)->LSQSumSum / )float)neuronStat)id)

&id, &neuronListstatus)

neuronStat(id( ->t.SQAvgOut
neuronStat(id)->L,SQSuinOut /
Patterns;
GetRedundancylndex )neuronStat lid));

neuronStat(idj->t.SQAvgSuin
Pat terns;

neuronStatlidj->avgOut

neuronStat(idj->avgSum I- )float)nrPatterns;

CHECK_ID(id);

get_Sid_neuron)get_Soption_first, OL, neuronList,
while)neuron!.istStatus.all •— status_Sok)

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43

case sigmoid:

::

>LSQAvgOut):

%f

SIGM0ID (unchanged) \n');

neuronStat lid)

PRUNED\n')

will never be executed
/

HARDLINITER with newBias: %f\n',

-snewActivat ion);

•c =

from: %ld%c

pruned: %c\n, c-'id. GetNeuroniindChar)c>i)

&neuronStatlid)_>connactjonStat(iJ;

/

'

+

fprintf)datapjl.,

IN: neuronList •

0;

neuron list e.g. hidden_Slist

part: %d

&id, &neuronList5tatus);

nrPruned);

,

bitg\n,

fractional

t "neuronstat, group_Sid_t neuronList)

IConnections Pruned: i r:'

InterAct

\n

øbits

connection word size: %d

c->fractionSjze);

total

*bits Integer part: Id

total connection bit size: 0\n);

get_Sid_neuron)get_5opj0 larger, id, neuront,ist,

c->integerSize

fprintf)datal'ile,

c->integersize, c->fractionsize);

fprintf)datap'ile,

fprintf)dataFile,
else

if )c->pruned)

:

c->pruned ? 'Y'
'N'):
fprintf)datarile,
initialWeight; %f oldWeight; %f weight: %f\n',
c->initialweight. c->oldWeight, c->weight);
fprintf(dataFjle, '
deltaWeight: %f\n, c->deltaWeight);
fprintf)dataFjle,
minprod: %f maxprod: If avgProd: %f\n',
c->minprod, c-maxprod, c->avgProd);
fprintf(dataFjje,
swing: If sensitivity: %f\n'.
fabs)c->maxprod - c->minprod), cssensitivity);

nrPruned++;
fprintf(dataFjle,

if (c-spruned)

connectionStatt

help compiler to perform CSE

fprintf)dataFjle
'
Connection Statistjcs:\n)
for)i — 0; i
neuronStat(id)_>nrconnections; i..)

/

neuronStat(idj->bjas);

HyError)'Inter neuronStat administration error, unkown newActivation: 1n'

break;
default;

/

this
fprintf(dataFjle

break;
case pruned:

break;
case hardljmiter:
fprintf(dataFjle,

fprintf(datap'i, 'LINEAR with angle: %f and newBias: fr;'
neuronStat(id)->angle, neuronStat(id)->bias);

break;
case linear:
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LSQavgout: %f\n, neuronstat(id)->LsQAvgsum,

fprintf)datapjle, 'THRESHOLD with angle: %f and newBias: %f\n,
neuronStat(idJ->angle, neuronStat(id)->bjas);

fprintf (dataFile,
break;
case threshold:

return

mt

LSQavgsum:

fprintf)dataFile,
New Status: '1;
switch)neuronStat[jd)..>newActjvation)

fprintf(datap'jle,

\n',

-

IowCost.C

nrConnections: 1d\:v, neuronStat(id)->nrconnections);

neuronStat C idJ .

tprintf)datapjle,

fprintf)datarile,

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43

otherwise

neuronKjnd;

neuron_Skind_t

i

<

OL, neuronList,

status_Sok)

if

)c->pruned)

continue;

c->id;

&id,

eta -

pointer to neuronstat neuron administration
-l if error. 0 otherwise

get_Sid_neuron)getsoptionf5, 01.., neuronList,
whUe)neuronLjstStatus all -- status_Sok)

CHECK_PARA;

status_St
status, neuronListStatus;
neuron_S id_t
id;
long
neuron_Skjnd_t neuronKind;

neurons

'',

&id, &neuronListStatus);

Routine performs a post learning process used by the Karnin Sensitivity analysis for
registered in neuronl,ist. The produce
results, prior to the learning
phase, the BuildConnectionsensjtivity routine usefull
should have been called.

DESCR:

RET:

float eta)

", &id, &neuronLjstStatus).

InterAct neuron list. e.g. hidden_Slist
rate

learning

neuront,jst

IN/OUT: neuronstat

IN:

&r:'o;:;;,;;t;t,i(;.)

**neuronStat, group_Sjd_t neuront,ist,

get_Sid_neuron(get_soptjon_larg5r, id, neuronLjst,

c-sdeitaweight • fabs(c-i'wejght - connectionweight);
c->sensitivity +- c->deltaweight * c->deltaWeight;
c->oldWeight — c->weight - connection.weight;

get_Sinfo_connaction(&co5j0, &status);

connection.from_jd -

mt Adjustcorinectjon$ensjtjvjty(neuroflStatt

::

'',

neuronStatfidj->nrconnections; i..)

site_Sdefault_site;

id;

all -.

help compiler to perform CSE 1
connectionStat_t 'c
&fleuronStat(jd)_>connectionStatlj(.

I'

for(i • 0;

connectjon.to_id •

connect jon,to_site

CHECK_113(id);

while)neuronListStatus

get_Sid_neuron)get_soptionfj5,

CHECK PARA;

connection;

id;

status, neuronListStatus;

get_Sconnect ion_info_t

long

status_St
neuron_Sid_t

routine: AdiustConnectionsensitivity is needed.

return 0;

—

Pagel

phise, the accompanied

to neuronStat neuron administration

Iowcost.c

Routine performs a pre learning process used by the Karnin
sensitivity analysis
the neurons registered in neuront,ist. After training

" for

DESCR:

0

if error,

RET:
-l

neuronstat — pointer

IN/OUT:

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43

i

neuronStat(idJ-nrConnectjons;
i+•)

Iowcost.c

c->initialWeight));

-l if error. 0 otherwise

Routine adjusts the bias of curid neuron by the avgProd of connection
fromld to curld.

DESCR:

IN/OUT: neuronStat • pointer to neuronStat neuron administration

RET:

IN: neuronList • InterAct neuron list. e.g. hidden_Slist
curld • current neuron id
fromld • id of neuron from which a connection is coming

-l if error.

0 otherwise

= pointer to neuronStat neuron administration

status;

Routin, removes connection from fromld to curld. If the number of input
connections is zero,
the Routine removed the neuron. NOTE: this only works
for 3-layer networks.

DESCR:

RET:

IN/O.TT: neuronStat

tatus)'t

::

•

IN: neuronList • InterAct neuron list. e.g. hidden_Slist
curld • current neuron id
fromld • id of neuron from which a connection is coming

static mt RemoveConnection)neuronStat_t "neuronStat. group_Sid_t neurontist,
neuron_Sid_t curld, neuron_Sid_t fromld)

neuronStat(curldj->bjas +•

neuronStat(curldj->connectjon5tat(fromld) .avgProd
neuronStat(curId->connectjon5tat[fromId) weight;
set_Sbias_random(curld. neuronList. -FLT_MAX. FL.T_MAX, bias. 1.0, rand_Sduzrssy.
&status)
return 0;

if(neuronStat(curldj->newActjvation •— pruned)
return -1;

CHECK_PARA;

status_St status;
float
bias;

::

•
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id, neuronList, ". &id, &neuronListStatus);

-

static mt Adjust5ias(neuronStat_t "neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronL,ist,
neuron_Sid_t curld, neuron_Sid_t fromld)

return 0;

get_Sid_neuron(get_Soption_larger,

c->sensitivity ' c->weight / (eta * (c->weight
c-'sensitivity • fabs(c->sensitivity);

if)c->pruned)
continue;

help compiler to perform CSE /
connectionStat_t c
&neuronStat(idj->connectjonStat(iJ;

for(j • 0;

CHECK_ID lid)

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43

remove neuron if *connectjons == 0
kind_Shidden_neuron)

neuronStat (curld) ->newActivatjon

CHECK_PARA;

mt

nrPruned

=

0;

status_St
status, neuronList$tatus;
neuron_Sid_t
id;
long
i;
neuron_Skind_t neuronxind;

" All
" the

6

Routine performs the Karnin sensitivity pruning algorithm for neurons in neuronList.
connections having a sensitivity below KARNIN_PRUNING_LEVEL are removed,
bias of the receiving neurons are adjusted.
PRE: BuildConnectionSensitivity & AdjustConnectionsensjtjvity are performed.

DESCR:

RET: number of connections pruned. -l if error

IN/OUT: neuronStat • pointer to neuronStat neuron administration

IN: neuronList • InterAct neuron list, e.g. hidden_Slist

t "neuronStat. group_Sid_t neuronList)

pruned;

neuron_Sdelete(fromld. neuronList, &status)

if(nrFromldOutputs —- 0)

get_Sneuron_outputs)fromld, fromldOutputConnections, &nrFromldOutputs. &status);

curld -- kind_Soutput_nauron *1

curld);
neuronStat)curldj -snewActivation • pruned;
neuron_Sdelete(curld. neuronList, &status);

return 0;

*
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/
also update bias of connected neurons
,
get_Sneuron_outputs)curjd, fromldOutputConnections. &nrFromldOutputs. Istatus)
while(--nrFromldOutputs >= 0)
Adjust8ias(n.uronstat. neuront,ist, fromldOutputConnections(nrFromldoutputs)

else /

::

/

get_Sneuron_inputs)curld, inputConnections, &nrlnputs, &status);
if(nrinputs
0 && neuronxind
kind_Soutput_neuron)

if (neuronKind

/

AdjustBias(neuronStat, neuronList. curld, fromld);
connection_Sdelete)fromld, curld, neuronLjst, neuronj,ist. Site_Sdefauit_site.
connection_Ssingle, &status);
neuronStat(curldj->connectionStattfromld( .pruned • TRUE;

&neuronKind, &status);
if(neuronKind
kind_Sinput_neuron)
return -1;
if)neuronStat(curIdJ->connection5tat(fromld( pruned)
return -1;

fromldOutputConnect ions FINTERACT_MAX_OUTPUTSI;
neuronKjnd;
nrlnputs;
nrFromldOutputs;

get_Sneuron_kind(curld,

CHECK_PARA;

neuron_Skjrtd_t
long
long

neuron_Sid_t

mt KarninConnectionpruning(neuronstat

•

Iowcost.c

get_Sinput_info_t inputConnections(INTECT_px_INpUTsj
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—

i

c

CSE /
&neuronStat(id]->connectionStat[jJ;

pruneSwing;

float

0;

j

<

c•

case sigmoid:
puneSwinq = fabs)c-mdxProd

-

•

(ii;

c-'minProd);

&id. &neuronListStatus);

fabs)c->maxProd -

c-'minProd);

neuronStatIidJ.-angle

case hardlimiter:

pruneSwing •
break;

case linear:

i)

.

/
&neuronStat(jdl->connectjonStat

if(c-spruned)
continue;
switch(neuronStat(jd)->newActjvation)
case threshold:

/

to perform CSE

neuron5tat(jdj->nrconnectjons;

help compiler
connectjonStat_t

for(i —

CHECK_ID(id);

get_Sid_neuron(get_Soption_first, OL, neuronList,
while(neuronLi,tStatus,all • status_Sok)

CHECK_PAR).;

neuron_Skind_t neuronkind;
mt
nrPruned • 0;

id;

i;

status, neuronListStatus;

Perform swing connection pruning algorithm on neurons registered in neuronList.
All connections having a swing below SWING_PRUNING_LEVEL are removed, the bias
of the reveiving neuron is adjusted.

DESCR:

RET; number of connections pruned, -l if error

IN/OUT: neuronStat • pointer to neuronStat neuron administration

IN: neuronList • InterAct neuron list. e.g. hidden_Slist

SwingConnectionPrunig)neuronStat_t •neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronList)

&id.
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&neuronL.istStatus)

&id, &neuronListStatus);

get_Sid_neuron(get_Soption_larger. id, neuronList. ",

status St
neuron_Sid_t
long

——I

neuronstattidJ->nrConnectjons; i+,)

-

RemoveConnectjon)neuronStat, neuronList, id, c->id);
nrPruned++;

return nrpruned;

mt

neuronList,

if)c-'sensitivity c KARNIN_PRUNING_LEVEL)

continue;

if (c->pruned)

OL.

Iowcost.c

status_Sok)

help compiler to perform

0;

connection5tat_t

forli

CHECK_lUCId)

hile(neuronListStatus.a1l

jetSid_neu;on(qtt_soption_first,
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id, neuronL.ist, ,
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&id, &neuronListStatu—

neuronStat • pointer to neuronStat neuron administration

id;

nrSimplified

0;

0;

i

<

neuronStat(idj-nrconnectjons;

i.+)

+

log)2.0));

neuronList)

&id, &neuronListstatus);

/

static void AdjustWeights(neuronstat_t "neuronStat, long id. group_Sid_t
IN: id - id of neuron to be processed
neuronList • Interact neuron list e.g. hidden_Slist
IN/OUT: neuronbtat • pointer to neuronStat neuron administration

return nrSimplified;

.

)int)ceil)log(fabs)c->wejght))

1.0)

get_Sid_neuron)get_Soption_larger, id, neuronList,

c->integerSize • 1;
else
c->integerSize • 1
c->fractionSize
0;

continue;
if)fabs)c-.'weight)

if )c-'pruned)

help compiler to perform CSE /
connectionStat_t c — &neuronStat(jdj-xconnectionStat[jl;
/

for)i -

CHECK_ID) id);

get_Sid_neuron(get_Soption_first, OL, neuronList, ", &id, &neuronLjst5tatus);
while(neuronListStatus.all —. status_bk)

CHECK_PAR).;

long

mt

neuron_Skind_t neuronKind;

neuron_S jd_t

neuronListStatus, status;

The bit-pruning algorithm. Determine number of required bits for the connections
of the neurons registered in neuronList.

DESCR:

RET: number of connections simplified, -l if error

IN/OUT

IN: neuronList • InterAct neuron list. e.g. hidden_Slist

Somplifyweights(neuronstat_t "neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronList)

Status_St

mt

return nrPruned;

get_Sid_neuron(get_Soption_larger,

RemoveConnection)neuron5tat, neuronList, id, c->id);
nrPruned*.;

pruneSwing = fabs)c->maxProd - c->minProd);
if )pruneSwing
SWING_PRUNING_LEVEL.)

default:

IowCOst.C

7

NyError)lnternal neuronstat administration error, unkown newActivat ion d n
neuronStattid)->newActivation);

break;
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NULL)

NULL)

i

<

•/

used

hidden_Slist

to neuronStat neuron administration

neuron list, e.g.

pointer

InterAct

/

"neuronStat, group_Sid_t neuronList)

parameters

neuron_Sk ind_t
neui un_Sid_t

neuronStat_t
neuron_Sid_t

float

out putConnect ions) IN'FERA('T_MAX_OUTPUTS];

neuronKind;

id;

status, neuronListStatus;
biasUpdate;
neuron;

The selection process is based on a value called a redundancy index. After
simplification several optimizations are performed concerning the angle and biases.

DESCR:
Routines simplifies the activation function of the neurons registered in neuroriList.

RET: number of neurons (activation functions) simplified, -l if error

status_St

::

neuronList •

IN/OUT: netironStat •

IN

mt SimplifyNeurons )neuronStat_t

5.Of
edefine THRESHOLD_INDEX '700.Of
•define HARDLIMITER_INDEX 3000.Of

network

by the change_Sthres function.

these values are neuron parameters
/
values are static

nipty

A duassy,

DESCR:

in this version the
ødefine SIGHOID_INDEX

1
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if (c-prunad)
continue;
change connection strenth, notify InterAct /
/
c->weight
neuronStat(id]->angle;
set_Sweight_random)c->id, id, neuronList, neuronList, site_Sdefault_site. -FLT_PIAX,
FLT_MAX, c->weight. l.Of, rand_Sdusrmiy, &status);

/

static void threshDumy(void)

/

j+.)

compiler to perform CSE ./
connectionStat_t c - &neuronStat lid] ->connectionStat(i];

help

for(i • 0;

neuronStat]idj->nrConnections;

NyErrorVlnteract administration error, unregistered neuronld: %ld\n, id);
if)neuronStatlid)->angle •. O.Of)
MyErrorvangle Can't be zero, redundancy index classification error\n);

if)neuronStatlidj

MyError)neuronStat has not been initialized\n);

if)neuronStat

long i;

status_St status;

::

Iowcost.c

incorporates the calculated angle into the connection
strenths of incoming weights. This simplifies pruning and code
generation. This routine will only be used in case of a threshold
or linear activation function replacement.

Routine

DESc'R:

Apr18 1996 13:02:43

- neuronStattid];

=

0;

LSQ

/

0)

/

otherwise

neuron will be pruned

-

neuron->LSQAvgSum;

neuron-i.newActivation • linear;
change_Sthres(id, neuronList, linear_transfer_St. 1.0,
threshounssy, &atatua):

neuron-snewActivation —

long j;

neuron_Sid_t connectld;

else

neuron->newActivation •

if (neuron->redundancylndex

,•

pruned;

threshold;

< HARDLIMITER_INDEX)

neuron-snewActivation • threshold;
change_Sthres(id, neuronList, thrdet_sum_St, 1.0. 1.0,
neuron-sangle, threshDummy. status);

else

else
(

-

0.0,

1.0,

1.0.

0.0.

1.0.

AdjustWeights)neuronstat, id. neuronList);
neuron-'bias - neuron-sangle;
set_Sbias_random(id, neuronList, -FLT_MMC, FLT_MAX. neuron->bias, 1.0.
rand_Sdummy. &status);
if)neuron-i'minOut s LSQ_MIN && neuron-smaxOut c LSQ_MAX)

if )neuron-i'redundancylndex 'c THRESHOLD_INDEX)

biasUpdate • neuron->LSQAvgOut / neuron->angle
neuron->bias • neuron->oldBias + biasUpdate;

)neuron->nrLSQPatterns • neuron->LSQSumSumOut neuron->LSQSumSum • neuron->LSQSumOut) /
)rieuron->nrLSQPatterns • neuron->LSQsumsquaredSum
neuron->LSQSumSum • neuron-sLSQSumSum);

nxLSQPatterns

neuron->angle

if (neuton-

I'

nrSimpl i fied++;

if )neuron->redundancylndex < SIGMOID_INDEX)
neuron->newActivation • sigmoid;
else

Page 16

1.0,

red.index: %t\n

&id. &neuronListStatus)

WARNING: negative redundancy index, neuron: %ld

0.Of)

status_Sok)

id, neuron->redundancylndex);
neuron->redundancylndex
fabs(nauron-'redundancylndex);

ipr:ntfstc(err,

if(n"urur:-iedundancyIndex s

classi(jction process

neuron

CHECK_ID(id);

while)neuronListStatus.aij

i;

nrSimplified

ntOutputconnections;

IOWCOSt.C

get_Sid_neuron)get_Soption_first, OL. neuronList. ",

CHECK_PAR.A;

mt
long

long

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43

i

0;

i

outputConnections(j);

outputs(jd,

outl:utConnections, &nrOutputConnections, Istatus);
nrOutputConnect ions. i..)

;

=

j < neuronStat(connectld)->nrConnections

neuron Sdelete(jd, neuronList, &status);

.1

•

id; j+)

neuronStat Iconnectld

id !=

&id.
&neuronListStatus);

"

IN

::

neuronStat

•

to neuronStat neuron administration

ASCII name of the output filename and or pathname.

pointer

string.

InterAct neuron list e.g. hidden_Slist

If

0;

else

ifUdFile - fopen)dFileName, "w"))
NULL)
MyError)%s could not be opened for write\n", dFileName);

NULL)

totChanged

lf(dFileName

mt

•

An application call, this routine when optimization, are required.
dFileName can not be opened an error is printed and the program is terminated.

Routine acts as a placeholder for the optimization routines in this module.

DESCR:

IN/OUT:

FILE
dFile;
time_t iTime;
char
"aTime;

::

listdld

IN. dFileName •

*endif

*

neuronStatt * neuronStat)

nr.

OCR application
in patternList
of inputs to the network, needed for copy process

void NetworkAnalysis(pattern_Slist_id_t listld. char •dFileName.

Selse

nrPatternlnput =

" IN: patternList = patternLi.t used by
"
patternListSize • nr. of patterns

neuronStat_t "neuronStat)

Si fdef NO_PATTERN_LIST
void NetworkAnalysis)float patternList(MAX_NOF_PATTERNS] U4Ai(_NOF_INPUTS).
long patternListSize, long nrPatternlnput, char dFileName.

return nrSimplified;

"",

neuronStat (connectldj-sconnectionStat(jJ .pruned • TRUE;
set_Sbias_random(connectld, neuronList, -FLT_NAX, FLT_MAX.
neuronStat(connectldj->bias. 1.0. rand_Sduxwsy, &status);

get_Sid_neuron)get_Soption_larger, id, neuronList,

)

&&

neuronStat(connectldj-sconnectlonstat(jJ
neuronStat(connectldj-snrConnect ions)

U;

MyError)"unregistered connection\n");
neuronStat (connectld[->bias •= neuronStat(idj->avgOut

if)j

t:

connect Id)

lineçir search in private administration "I

->connect jonStat [j) .weight

I.
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it)neuronStat(connectldl
NULL)
MyError)"Interact administration error, unregistered neuronld: %ld\n",

connectld

ft

get 5rp•urn

/

Iowcost.c

ddlusr biis of connected neurons

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43

File created: %s\n\n", aTime);

Iowcost.c

if)dFile != stderr)
fclose)dFile)

fprintf)stderr. "Done'\n\n")

printf)stderr, "Dumping administation to file: %s\n'.
PrintNeuron5tat )neuronStat, neuron_Slist, dFile);

dFileName);

fprintf)stderr, "Starting weight connection swing pruning process\n");
totChanged += SwingConnectionPrunig)neuronstat, neuron_Slist);

fprintf)stderr, "Starting neuron simplification process\n");
totChanged .= SimplifyNeurons)neuronStat, neuron_Slist);
fprintf)stderr, "Starting weight simplification process\n");
totChanged .= Simplifyweights(neuronstat, neuron_Slist);

fprintf)stderr,

Selse
GetNe:1rr,nStt(neuronStat, neuron_Slist, listld, dFile);
*endi f
"Analysis done\n");

fprintf)stderr, "Starting network analysis\n");
øi fdef NO_PATTERN_LIST
GetNeuronStat)neuronStat, neuron_Slist, patternList, patternListSjze,
nrPatternlnput. dFile);

tprintf)dFile,

aTime = ctime)&iTime);

time(&iTime)

dFile = stderr;

Apr 18 1996 13:02:43
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it zvt' 1

MISC_H_

GNUC

•
Cx)
._,y) ? _x

xL

—

Cy);

will be evaluated more

(_x

s

U typeof

........x

.

.

\

Printf to stderr.

.

including some necessary size

EPrintf)const char format.

Calloc.

MyCalloc)size_t size):

checks.

including some necessary size checks.

MyMalloc(size_t size);

Malloc,

void ECPrintf)int condition. const char *format.
Printf to stderr if condition is true.

void

void

*

void

•

char •format,

—

...);

General error printing routine also terminates program.

MyError)const

*endif

void

\

C)

.......y

.....y:

ødefine sqr)x)
Cx) _x • Cx);
(( typeof
_x • _X; )(

1

0CC offers some neat alternatives (watch the 0CC comma shield)
*define min)x,y) \
Cx) —x • Cx), ........y
)y);
(C typeof
' x
.y; ))
(_x
........y)
Idefin. max)x,y( \

:

Cy))
)y))

-, parameters

adefine min)x,y) (C)x))y))? (x)
ødefine max(x,y) (((x)>(yH' Cx)
ødefine sqr)x) ))x)(x))

Selse

mIsc.h

miscellaneous, some handy routines
used by many others

01-08-95
H.Keegstra
csg675Qcs.rug.nl

1.0

misc.h

CAUTION: these are MACROS
than once!!

sit:;).)

Idefine TRUE 1
ødefine FALSE 0

*include stddef.h'

*;nclude 'stdio.h'

*det ;r;e ,.MISC_H

*

DESCRIPTION

FILE
VERSION
DATE
AUTHOR

Apr 18 1996 10:42:17
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DESCRIPTION

misc.h

*

DESCR:

IN: format

.

the things to be printed

.

arg;

malloc)size))

return p;

NULL)

size)

return p;

if))p •

the block to be allocated

including some necessary size checks.

the size in bytes of

calloc)1. size)) —— NULL)
MyErrorvout 0) memory\n);

p;

Calloc,

DESCR:

IN: size

void

::

—

MyError)out of memory\n);

if))p —

p;

Halloc, including some necessary size checks.

DESCR:

IN: size = the size in bytes of the block to be allocated

void

*

void 94yCalloc)size_t

•

::

void •NyMalloc(size_t size)

exit) 1

format);
fprintf(stderr.
ERROR:);
vfprintf(stderr. format, erg);
fprintf)stderr, •\n");
fflush)stderr)
va_end)arg);

va_start )arg,

va_list

" General error printing routine also terminates program.

•

::

misc.C

miscellaneous, some handy routines
used by many others

void )lyError(const char *format.

*include

;nc1ude stddef.h

øinclude stdarg.h>

include std1ib.h>

Sinriude stdio.h>

*

1.0

01-08-95
H.Keegstra
csg675Acs.rug.nl

misc.c

FILE

VERSION
DATE
AUTHOR

Apr 18 1996 09:18:53
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.

.

•

control

input, true means print format, false do nothing

the things to be printed

arg;

va_start(arg, format);
vfprintf(stderr. format. arg);
fflush)stderr)
va_end)arg);

if (condition)

.

misc.c

format,

Printf to stderr if condition is true.

DESCR:

format

condition •

va_list

::

" IN:

void ECPrintf)int condition, coost char

va_end)arg);

vfprintf)stderr, format, arg);
fflush(stderr)

va_start)arg,
format);

to stderr.

va_list arg:

Printf

DESCR:

void EPrintf)const char format.
:: IN: format the things to be printed
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